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used to derive 
which has been used in a 
of subtle ground deformations due to 

The InSAR involves 
elevation information. The process 
the same scene, followed by the 

difference 

An extension to the InSAR 

subsidence. 

information inherent in radar 
very careful co--rel!lsl:ratlOn 

which can be 

of the one image by the of the other. In this 
in which subtle differences in the distances 

model 

'-H~m>;';o" in elevation over time in the order of a fraction of a 
wavelength of the ERS sensors, data from which was used in this 

in the distance from the satellite to the of half this distance will cause a 
u"",,,·au,,,-, of the of the in a differential ERS 

the first viable interfero-
this has been the 

in real situations. This thesis nrpcpnro "IJIJUIv"UlJU" of InSAR 
and dlnSAR to real geophysical and issues in Southern Africa. It is neither a pure M"'JAV;"' ..... "" 

a pure electrical but it does endeavor to describe the 
"+'fHH .. U.U'J"" are pre~selltela, in which the proce-

are discussed. The three apIJl1c:atllJTIs are: 

1. The de,'elopm.ent of a 

SAR .... ''''6'''''· 

elevation model 

This involved <I""'''''''H'f the InSAR tpf"hn.nll 
South Western 

times 
process for int,erfierome:tI 
from a combination of '''al1''tl''''H 

of the Western 

to a ofERS to derive a 

'ntprtprr"Tr'-'~wasgellerated. The 

a ofERS 

map of the 

which results 

which 

>vv'"" •• '" (f,~"nn"T1"T of the SAR sensors. This 
differences to be 
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was 
was then used to calculate actual tr.f',(\O"·",,,h,,,, "'""5U"'" 
o",c'r",f·".r"·n",~rl so that on the map could be identified with their COltTe!;pond.mg 

The process was in certain areas of the scene. This was because of information 
loss due to decorrelation in areas to radar and the presence of water bodies. 
This resulted in there numerous data gaps in the map. Some of the 
affected in this way include all of the dams and reservoirs in the most the Theewaterskloof 
and Steenbras dams. affected radar shadow tended also to be affected sometimes 

",nfn",lcv from the DEM. The are clear cases 
hal)pe;nelr:L Decorrelation due to the effects of wind on is evident on the 

and the forested areas around Jonkershoek and the 

A p""Tlnll,."",n made between the DEM and indlepl::;n(lentl~ derived showed a 
number of low anomalies in the InSAR derived DEM. The presence of these anomalies has 
been attributed to refractive variations within the at the time These sorts of 

pass intf~rte:rornet:ry aCllUiJred at different 
the two 

This was intended as a test of the Gamma software but it has become an ,..,.,·n",·t,," 
demonstration of the effects of refraction on the interferometric Work is f'.H'r",,..tI,, 

under way to data sets, so as to minimise such errors, and to fill 
the gaps 

2. Katse basin deformation malpping satellite radar ;nt",ri" .. ,nn",t .. 'v 

This involved the use of differential InSAR to map the deformation field associated with the 2 billion 
ImiDm,ed on the Earth's crust the Katse reservoir in Lesotho. The results were to be used 

constrain models of the Earth's crust in the assist reservoir in 
assessmg the seismic risk associated with the Lesotho """,5AU"'''''''' 

based on an elastic nail -soa(~e 
reservoir would cause the Earth's crust to be nf"lnrp""F'n more than 10 cm. This amount 

well within the limits of detection differential .I.ll>C'ru". and the had the 
resolution map of the deformation and any structural intloIlnoJ~erteitjes 

ERS SAR data of the area was obtained from of the Katse reservoir. 
Where geolmetrlc 

gcclmc:try used 
was however inlllPprotlria 

nt".·rt"prncrr",T\ which included the effects of reservoir ac-
with a three year time The fact that it was I-'V';""';"" 

an indication of the of SAR in areas where the surface characteristics do not 
The of the sensors for this ;nt,,.,.f,·"£'Il:1l''''m 

but no such differential 
information obtained from conven

ge()(le:nc m(mi1toring of the dam site indicated that the deformation had in fact been almost an order of 
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'"'"''''''1-''''0,",''' un .-,u".n the elastic This the defonnation outside 
differential InSAR. 

no deflection was detectable by the worked far better than ex-
the terrain and time between .. ..,~"'~,~. This bodes well for the use of this in 

3. The ..... ,'..,.., ....... .. .. 'n"' .... surface deformations associated with a severe rock-burst in the Welkom 

'U~E>""U~'V of the event was measured 
to have been induced the 

De(;0I111ll1,g more as 
of active research by and mining companies. The differential InSAR ."''''"UWojU,", 

had been used with success in other of the world in deformations due to, among 
other induced subsidence. it has also been demonstrated 

combinations of ERS radar before and after the 1999 event, a differential inter-
was in which the defonnation that resulted from the is very 

The result coincides very with the location of the fault where the movement took 
and also with the mine shaft where the worst of the was ,.",,.,r; .. t,,,rl 
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ASlcellld:i.rlg pass: South to north relative orbital direction of satellite. 

Azimuth: The direction in SAR UH'''IYU15' 

Backscatter: Radar energy scattered back towards the instrument. 

Baseliue: The vector sep'ara:tiolo, or distance between two orbital tra.lecltones. 

C-band: Radar around 5GHz. 

CEOS: Committee on Earth Observation Standards 

Coherence: The between in different 1111<1/","", 

Corner reflector: made from aluminium or steel and oriented on the toward the 
radar to nrrmu!p a for calibration. 

DEM: Elevation Model Terrain 

lJesce'ndmg pass: North to south relative orbital direction of satellite. 

dlnSAR: Differential interferometric radar. 

DLR: Deutsche uu~;"a,.""<Lufiir Luft und Raumfahrt Prt',,,n',,.,,, Research Establishme:nt). 

DWAF: South African '''"!'I'M1m.""r of Water Affairs and k'W'PQt1"l 

EphClnCirlS: A set of state vectors to calculate the 

ERS·l & 2: Earth Resource Satellites 1 and 2. E8A satellites 

ERS Tandem: SAR ",.rnl1,,,h,,, ... ,, of the same scene 
ERS-2. 

ESA: 

ESRIN: The EUlroo!=:an centre in 

8AR instruments. 

followed later in the 

.,· ... nlch"' ...... ,... A teclllnHlue IlL£';',)iUiIOf£/< to reduce the discontinuities at seams between ,",VI"IJ'U''''''' 

of the radar. 

Gamma software: A suite proces!;ors for SAR app,hcatIoIls. 

Geometric correction and ,.",,,,id,'<lti,w. of an to map co-ordinates involves orthorec-

GPS: Global satellite constellation nrn",,1m real-time IJVO"LL~lUUA;; 

12 
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Ground truth: Observations < V"~LU"5 real fJ1U,UU>lm:;u" to COlrTe1lPOndmg features in a r",,,,,..-.t,,,l,, sensed 

L-band: Radar around 1.2GHz. 

LaV01'er: Extreme form is nearer 
to the radar appears 

have fallen over towards the radar. 

MOisailcinl~: The process of melrglflg HIt;U;l!.DIJ'llll.!, "'"'"'-U<.I,,",,"'_" 

resultmg from a process in SAR 
representlnganlndlep!mdent 

which the full "vm'n?n 

Orthorectification: distortions which are due to terrain effects. 

The distance between sensor and Also the direction perpe:nGICLllat to the sensor direction. 

Resolution: The on the ""'-.un ..... the 3dB I_~.«,~_\ width of the 

liUI'U"'" response. 

SAC: Satellite n.lJlJu~.a""'JU" Centre 

SAR: Radar 

Shadow: Areas in an where terrain blocks the radar beam. noise values appear in these 

SIR-C: Shuttle llH<~5H15Radar C. 

Slant range: The distance from radar to 

SLC: Look vV.'Uf.'lvA data with information nri'C:PF"F'rl 

SLR: Satellite Laser ""'''U5,m5 use of Lidar to determine location and acceleration 

ItllJlllc:at1\le noise due to coherent SU]:Ien)OSltlOin IHLUUjpl"" backscatter sources 
within a SAR resolution element. 

SRTM: Shuttle Radar opOgI'aphlC Mission, 

State vector: An anray ,",UIHQ.l.un'5 and acceleration at a time. 

Swath: The of an sensor. 

l"".U;:'U'O'U'-'L'" feature the surface which can be related ",. .• ,,,r,,nn to an or between 

13 
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"'LjlmHl'''' conditions for its 

VVj"",.uvm"the selection Df suitable data is nDt 

Since the mid '-"E.n" .... ." :-iVIltnf~tlC fin",,.,.,,, .. ,,, 

teClt:lm1iue which is well "''''''''U,j,,,,UA,j 

situatiDn. As a cDnsequence Df these 
aPl)ropnate data is sparse. This situation is 

In'·r,",~I. .. ' 'r''' the from which 

intD 
about in various scientific IV~'U"AA", 

natural bias in the number 
towards those 
without first hand 

that achieved success. are not often on. It is therefore very difficult 
to determine the robustness and of a which has not 

reached the domain of commercial "1'IJ''' ....... ,'''y. 

This thesis a on three real apIJl1\.au the fundamental which 
will be discussed in the earlier the methDds and the 
results of each "fJIJAH"""V" are n""''''Pf1ltPcri "'"'I"U'<Uv'Y 

1. The pnJlduicti(]ln elevation model of the South Western 

the tp.rhninnp. either with dual antenna or with two Dr mDre passes Dver the same 
area, it is th~·n .. ,"t"'<l n .. ",rmr'", detailed and accurate three-dimensional relief maps of the 
Earth's surface. As a means InSAR of ERS radar 
were used to derive aDEM Df the South Western is of the orCICe(lur,es 
follDwed when the processor, of some of the difficulties that were em;ou.nte:red 
how some of them were overcome. 
Some of the drawbacks to lnSAR DEM Pf()QULCtlOn in mountainous areas are dlSCll:,se.d, 

<>n"",,.<·p,u affect Some 
for irrllnr('l.vi"". InSAR DEM nr",r11l1'tlr.n 

2. An att:en:lpt at me'asllrillg crustal deflection due to reservoir loadilllg in Lesotho. 

This was an ambitious which involved differential InSAR to measure and map the 
flexure of the Earth's crust due to the of the Katse Reservoir in Lesotho. The results were to be 
used to model the ...... ,"v,'S ..... '" nrnr,p.rliPcI< of the Earth's crust in the 
value for the flexural thickness of the crust was to be 
seismic risk associated with the Lesotho Ui,:;"""''''''' 

14 
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based on an elastic model, UiSi"V"W'" that the added load of the water in 
the Katse reservoir would cause the Earth's crust to be C1e1Jresse:C1 

movement is well within the limits of detection but the terrain and the 
over which the was conducted were PV"P£'tpn to be 

deflection was detectable the 
better than eXflec1ted, the terrain and time conditions. The amount of actual crustal as 
measured 
the 

ge()C1f:tlc memoos, was almost an order less than that ,-""un ... "" by 
and was outside the limit of InSAR. 

3.I\/I<I,nnll", surface deformation due to and ealrtlllqulak:e in the Welkom area. 

In caused considerable U'UHa~;"" 

at 
loss is of grave concern, and this issue is 

n""1("l'~T~ and Given that the differential InSAR w~,,,u .. .,~~ 
and also 

in other 
failure mines. 

combinations of ERS radar before and after the 
IJIU'UU'.""u of the deformation that resulted from the 

with the location of the fault 
shaft where the worst of the u,,<uu,,;'-

15 

1999 event, a map was 
The result coincides very 

and also with the mine 
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LUU'IUL'F, active radar 

is 
to obtain 

for reasonable real <>n .. ,rimr'" 

order to attain the 

reconstruction of the At a slant range of ap)Jwxirnately 
"'nj3,rimrp azimuth resolution of the ERS-2 which has a 12m antenna, is "1l1f'H.'Auua''''I) 

a resolution of 10m is attained. 

2.1: ALULL5Uj'5 radar ge()mf~try 

16 
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Because the beam width in the track direction is the radar is not only a side 
sensor. A of the beam will be ahead of it, and a behind. The result 
of this is that the returned 
any if one considers a scene cOlltailnirlg 

will decrease and then increase the sensor moves 
to a thus the azimuth resolution. A further <lrI'''<I",t<lOfP 

results from the cotlen:mt. or range correlated 
summation of the returns. 

The backscattered radar and 
From the I and Q conlponents 

and makes use of this 

to extract information about the Earth's to~)og.ra~my 

information in 

A 

measurements to infer differential range and range two more 
of the same surface. this SAR of the same scene can be used to 

detect very small (1 cm or surface elevation This which in the 
case of the ERS data used this and slant to 

range resolution of about 25 m, is I>Ul.U"'""'"lUY sensitive for it to be used in the 
mo!mtlOnIlg of subtle cnIstal motion. 

InSAR ImligiIlg gE!Om!etry 

cross-track orbit "'-'lUU'''Ll'JH, the dis-

two radar antennas which "Ul11I.>"'"'VV''''' 
r$>f"$>""~C whilst antenna A2 

I Band 
datum the WGS84 ""UI.I"V'U 

The difference in 
tion of both the 

view the same """«"LULU Al transmits and 
The two antennas are 

to the horizontaL h above some reference 
The range from to 

then the can be inferred modulo 21f (a measurement of () radians is 1l1"",nUI!';Ul<'Uav.Ci 

from a measurement of () + 2n1f from the measurement in 

= h peose 

where () = radar look 

+ OO-~ 
- 9) 

sin - (}) 

17 
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2.2: InSAR """OU'o ~t~metrv 
single anteana viewing 

A2 represent two radar anteanas viewing the same surface simultaneously, or a 
passes. 

The difference <p between the two t'Pf'.P;"j., antennas is ",rr,n{'l,rltl"'t'H' to such that 

<p= 

where A is the transmitted known modulo and 

hX])n~SSlmg the tAr,An,."""k" in terms of the measured ge()m{~try we have: 

h 

where the value of an average within a resolution element or 

With the of the recent SRTM UUi'''RJH SAR "'I<HTt"\rnnc 

of the 
it is necessary to obtain interferometric 

a antenna the same area on the from the same 
at different times. This is known as pass which makes use of the orbital np'·.,....rl.{" 

satellites. In this case, since each antenna acts as transmitter and there a factor of 2 difference in 
which becomes: 

r.p= 

As with dual antenna accurate ICn,,)Ullp(J of the baseline and orientation is of fundamental 
Satellites such as ERS-l ERS-2 are tracked several means, on-board GPS and 

satellite laser «""5Uj'5 P'OSl1UOIIS can be determined to within 5mm accuracy. This 
is of sufficient accuracy for an absolute tnr.n<Trllnhil" determination of about 2m 

18 
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There are a number of ways in which differential int,f"rtif>.rnmf".trv can be achieved. All of them in-
volve the of the from that due to 

the is extracted means of simulation of an interfer-
eXISUJ1l2 DEM. This jnt,~rtf'rn';Y"""m would be simulated with the same as that 

can also be ..... ",r"l't'\T'fYI,,'rI HU,,,,,,"'''' and a third 
at a later date. between the earlier 

be used to determine 

2.3 repr'eserlts 
associated with a 

observations is: 

or double-difference int,erft~ro~ualn 
contains information in range to the antenna, and it can 

z 

I 

i 

to within a fraction of a radar in the case of 

to target to target 

differential int,p'rT,~rnrn"'trv - Three observations of the same seene are made 
qandr 

ge()m~~rry of three successive data takes of the same scene. Since the resultant 
and the difference between the first two 

= cosO 

and the difference between the first and third observations is: 

The amount which the two 

It is aDl:>arent 
between the 

survey monuments have been 
GPS l'.'-"Y""''''"' .",,,hn;,,n 

iP= 

+ 

differ can be as: 

19 

+c 

been surface vu~'u""~" 
or may have occurred in the oP1Posate 

In either case, the best solution is to make use 
As is the norm with any such .... v"~u u .... ,"'''', 

and these are monitored conventional or 
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2.2 Practical aspects of interferometry 

There are numerous factors that affect the feasibility and accuracy of InSAR DEM production or surface 
change detection. These factors have to be borne in mind when selecting data . 

2.2.1 Baseline selection 

For InSAR, the critical parameter is the perpendicular baseline, B.L, which is the component of the baseline 
which is perpendicular to the SAR slant-range direction. For InSAR to be possible, B.L has to satisfy condi
tions determined by the radar characteristics and the imaging geometry. The image cross correlation fall-off 
due to increased baseline length is a function relating to the spectral shift of the signal from one image to the 
other. This shift is due to the slight difference in local incidence angles [4J , and for the ERS system, the theo
retical upper limit of B.L is I 100 m. By referring to Figure 2.4, it will be noted that for practical purposes, if 
sufficient phase coherence is to be maintained between the two images, the baseline should be less than about 
500 m for flat terrain . On the other hand, in order that the interferogram fringe rate (Figure 2.5) is sufficient for 
the mapping of topography, the baseline should not be close to zero. If the baseline is zero, any phase differ
ence between the images must be due to ground deformation, (or changes in atmospheric conditions between 
the two acquisition times). Low values of B..l.. « a few metres), well suited to the detection of surface feature 
movement, but not practical for topographic mapping 

ERS spatial decorrelation 
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Figure 2.4 : Phase coherence between ERS data sets as a function of baseline length alone 

2.2.2 Temporal decorrelation 

The baseline criterion, even if satisfied, is not a sufficient condition for the InSAR technique to be possible. 
A further factor affecting the coherence between SAR images, and one to which dual antenna systems are not 
susceptible, is something known as temporal decorrelation. This is a phase decorrelation caused by random 
change, between image acquisitions, in the scattering statistics both within individual resolution cells, and 
in the scene as a whole. This is usually caused by changes in the surface characteristics, such as vegetation 
growth or movement of any kind. 

The resultant phase angle for a single pixel is the vector sum of the contributions from all of the scatterers 
within a single resolution element. So, if between passes, the relative positions of the scatterers within a pixel 
change by an amount greater than the radar wavelength (A = 5.6 em, ERS sensors), then phase coherence wiJi 
not be maintained in the second image relative to the first. A phase comparison can then not be performed, 
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(al Example of fringe rate due to a 160m baseline 

(b) Example of fringe rate due to a 92m baseline 

Figure 2.5: Differences in fringe-rate in the Katse region resulting from different baseline lengths. 
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and all information will be lost. This of decorrelation can take 
as a few hours in In on the other 
can be maintained over several months or even years. If the 
maintained within the and over several aUI!«""~LU 

has itself the 
difference due to surface becomes scrambled 

ne<;es:slta,tmg a third observation. Because of the summer rains and 
,-,""'U""_I) in the surface characteristics 

concern with 

TheERS (y\,..,nr""'<: two antenna in near 
\L><,,-aILl"'" of the failure of its power ERS-l had since ceased 

lU,"'lUlllb , with a swath width of and a centre-swath incidence 
frequenlcy of 5.30Hz. 

of the Sun. This gravitltional 

from our 

TheERS 

or Ua~il:llUI:, 

ftnUUIt::f, and more i,.,.."",.''':mf 

For reasons stated 
well within lkm. 

of 23°, and is thus not ideal for use in mountainous areas. The 
of relief. On other 

on the "leeward" side of the 
ULU","'';'u., and the scene should 

for the combination of the resultant DEMs. 

Because a SAR is a side and there is a difference in range from the "near" side to the 
"far" side of the scene, an almost linear is introduced into the This 
cOlloponertt, the flat Earth has to be subtracted from the so that the ',",UA«H""'5 

are due to topogJrapluC variation alone. The flat Earth rate varies as a function of baseline 
baseline include due either to 
or to atlllOSp!lf,n 

The removal of the flat Earth cOlrnponlent can be achieved either 
the Fourier transform method to estimate the average rate across the 

derivation from the geometry. The first method assumes that there is no 
scene, and the second method that the orbital information 

or 
across the 

The prOicess:mg 
duration of the 

''''lIUll';;;'' that the sensor and velocities be recorded for the 
This so that the Carl be focused but it is 
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and for coarse baseline estimation. The satellites have on-board GPS for 
interferometric work. 

a certain amount 
!-,V'''oU'LOU methods accurate moaetIng 

which can be accessed at the DLR 
which an orbital will be int(~rp\)lalted. 

The effects of scintillation on radar such as "''''~LH''''''W'VU, 
are well known. The consequences for InSAR ofthese 

The reason for this is that the or extent of the 

The effects is discussed in "-'''''1-' ..... , 3, which to the O"P.TIP.T"t, ofaDEM 
means of Tandem ERS data from the Western area. 

In the differential InSAR process, it is and sometime necessary to use a DEM from an indlepl~nd.ent 
source for the removal of the effect of on the The coarseness of resolution and 
the vertical accuracy of this is not as critical as one think. This is discussed SUC;Cltlctly 
Massonnet and The interferometric is described 
eQU2ltlOn 2.9: 

is the range from the satellite to the 
for is the nominal incidence andd pClrpe:ndlcUllar baseline. 

As an vA'UUIJlv, if one considers the case of a 20m baseline with ERS a situation that nrpCPt1ltpti itself with 
a with a three year "lPT'£Ir"tirlTl 

In this case, 475m 

What this rate is to one interferometric every 475m of to!liOglraphic 
variation. As a if we were to use an inaccurate DEM for removal of the tn",om,,,nh,l' 

in a differential the inaccuracies would have to exceed 475m to cause residual topioglraphlC 
to appear in the differential to 

COITeSpOtld with the location and of the eXjJected 
will remain in the difference map, but it will follow or conform with the "or,,,,,,r'> .... ", 

distinl~ui:,hable from any differential effect. 
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ntp.ri"'T"A,,, .. ,,rnc are the result of incorrect "flat Earth" 
Ol1'leCtllV from the and prt~sents itself as a 

orbital state vectors or 
int,o.ri""",,,,"<l'" so as to leave 

"flattened" 

The sure way to estimate the baseline with sufficient accuracy to eliminate any residual ramp is 
with the aid of accurate control in both the near and far range of the scene. An vA'llHIl'U;; 

of the effect of a residual flat Earth is discussed in 3 
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(a) Un flattened intcrferogram (92m baseline) 

(b) Inlerferogram (92m baseline) flattened by subtraction of average 
fringe rale. 

Figure 2.6: Interferogram "flattening" by subtraction of average fringe rate. 
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An accurate I.'"n,'"\ml,"" 

of Ul;)''-'lVllU''''. 

the positiOtling 
elevation models 

... 

Ul"'-'H}HllI'"'' and more. 

The more traditional methods used in the I-IHJ''''I.l',-'Rlll 

which make use of differences between aerial 
same scene, but which have been obtained from different f./UO,lULIl1". r'UlllU"l'.H 

with which elevations can be measured is often 
spacm:g, of these DEMs is 

resolutions of 25m fi ... t". ... irpr' ... ",."rn 

a to terrain 
can limit the accuracy and 
accuracy is critical here. No matter how a DEM is 
the and distribution of and on 

The aim of this 
varied in terms of its and cover, and for which other data sets and f"""'LOV"'U 

were available, The South Western satisfies all of these criteria. A of ERS SAR 
South Western were f./Il.''''''''''''',U from raw data and used to a map 
interferometric method. This DEM was then with alternative survey data and evaluated for errors 
and aberrations \V~'V"~'U 
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20 

·31 

·32 

·34 

H! 19 20 21 22 

3.1: Location map ",,",,, ... ,e"'5 area of 

Town 3.1) was selected as the 
is such that within the scene, there of radar "'nO"'r>'Ul 

terrain and also areas. 
for InSAR DEM The scene also contains 
re}:)re!,ents an excellent datum for 

Much of the area is a broad tolltlD(HO. 

This flat and area, known rather un:surpri:singly as the 
above sea level of not more than about 20m. The surrolJmaml! 
elevat:lonof Table Mountain 

urbanised 
test site 

<'V'VruLU}, which 

to the hinterland. 

Because of the lack of of a dual antenna SAR use was made of a of that were 
the first ERS Tandem mission in 1996. This was a interferometric 

which the orbits of the two ERS satellites were trimmed to within 1 km of each other. The 
"""'\.A"Ui> were followed one in the same ERS-2 thus 

pass interferometric data sets with difference. 

what 

~~.vHuH1L~oraet'Cenalng 

one's ge()grapltnc 
been 

of interest. Descw then searches the database and a list of that have 
are due to be with a of the relative baselines. A 

of the database is for download from ESRIN. 

I Software utility provided by the European 
eeo/rgt/installdescw95 

Agency as a free download from ESRIN http://earthl. esrin. esa. itl 
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For this the search parameters entered were such that ERS Tandem data over Town 
searched for. It did not matter that the data be three or four years as the baselines were 
"'""""""'H,'.1 short for to be viable. The results of the search are in table. 

Track: 0350 
Frame: 4293 

2 and 4 were selected 

Table 3.1: TandemERS available for Western DEM 

were 
a""r'f'J'~ir",,(I from 
in the 
variation. For this reason, the 

va',v11U", and the other with an 87 m baseline. 

baselines make for a rate, and a 
with the 87 m baseline was selected. The month of was 

which is crops are in a fallow state, decorrelation effects 
were not eXI)ected 

All of the prOlcesEang for this from the I-'''J'U'''''''' <:;VillUill,lUll, the '-'UUU,'LU\~':J 
processors. The evaluation of the resultant DEM was done 
the is in B. 

The InSAR nr,-,,,',,,'cm are summarised with comments as follows 

1. of the same scene. dual antenna or with suitable baseline. 

with 
uamrna~'Y modular processor. Refer to the ilIJIIJ"'lUlI""" for <OA'1111IIJ1" 

these pf()Ce:ssulg 

2. Formtwo look COIlllpll~X SAR ..... "'''' .. ,0. 

The Gamma processor uses all of the relevant details 
for of SLCs and int(~rferof.!.ranls 
tion in the leader which accompany the raw data on the CD or It is not because of 

of CEOS that difficulties will be encountered when these leader files. 
and ASCII read the extraction software if there 

is a were encountered in the case of this 
and it was necessary to lUUUU"H), correct errors derived from header inconsistencies. An of a 
.... VIlll'l.".,., leader at the Satellite and extracted to ASCII 
text, is pf(~sente:d 
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Ground 
Control Points 

SAR 
Processor 

3.2: Flow uU-<,oa",u 
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The use of orbit data is not ,uuu .... < .. v, but it is recommended for interferometric work. The 
orbit data was used for this "'OIJ'j""'UIl". the state vectors in the Gamma files. 

HH"i>UJ'1:> line detector was run with the cross-correlation turned off. This routine is de-
to detect and its use is not with ERS as the ERS line 

counters are reliable. 

3. In order to assess the n .. ",,,",, fJIUUUl;CU, a multi-look mt,ens:tty was 
cr"''''P''~itJ>rI from each SLC. One of them is l' .... "<!pn'tJ'n in 

5. Produce the i"f,ori"'..., ..... ,,,, ... 

6. the resultant 

in the Gamma processor is achieved 
n,..,,, .. ,,tn .. ",,",,,n.,,,,,) selects the from which In\]\l1'::lnnma 

prC)ce.C1m'e should be restarted from a different jJU'UI"l'JH. is 
based on the coherence of the and its """V~'uu'u'" 

should tie 

7. Couvert nn.., .. ",..,,.,,,,,d to uel:gulLS in 1:::1. "U1J'U range 

in which the nnum.nr,,,r! is converted to real values and the 
range conversion and an accurate estimation of 

acc:oITLplishexi with the assistance of around a dozen control 
with known location and should be located 

COIDnlents on pr('Ce!;SlIlL2 

In the there are many variables and combinations of variables that can be 
order to facilitate the process. These include the of correlation 
"'_'''''''" seed and others. All of these variables and thresholds are set as trade-offs 

and can introduce intrinsic errors which may not be detected. 

rnT1'Arl<tnt to be aware that the orthorectification VU'''lvLtUU is based on the derived DEM 
errors in the lateral I"V""U~H' errors will be introduced, Areas of 

the results of this may appear somewhat it should be noted that there are nu-
merous ways in which can be refined, These will be discussed later. 

Much of the rrb;mi!;ed, and ",,-,,,,,,1,,<: 

mountainous are ve:getated 
be inferred from the state of the sea in the mtlensllty 
the of at least one of the 
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ve~;etaltea areas, and this decorrelation is evident on the hillside above the of Town 

Due 
gram could not be 
can be lTICLepenclenuy ",,,,,,.,,·nn,.r! 

in the mountainous 
There are nOltl-Conltll!;llOl.llS 

of the interfero-

,""UIIU'-", to connect them 

and with a reference DEM 
which was obtained from the of Land 

"",nn,r""tp nrni1nr"i1 from 200m and SOm DEMs. It was gen-
which was in turn, derived. The 
to half the contour interval of the maps. The map contour 

P"T'h"T'~ the most in the DEM is that of what appears to be due to atnloSpht:nc 
south-westlnorth-east with a of S.5km and 

topiogJraphlc elevation is evident across the "ilat" of the DEM 
IJU"."UJ.,o,;; to the weather conditions at the time of data 

and dimensions of this feature would seem to 
11o,;;'-IUIO,lUI.'H of one of the 

apllarent deJ)re~;Sl(m is 
be due to the effects of a grass 

the runway. The smoke from such a fire would contain amounts of 
mCilstilfe, and could be the cause of of the incident radar in local 

could also be on. 
of the aberration would seem to some sort of source, the effects of which have been 

downwind. The presence of this "fire" or aircraft exhaust 
occurrence not been The location of wind shadow on the sea 
the OOeetion of the inferred cirrus clouds and the of the 
west of all COITesPOIu1 

common weather state for 

Another error that is 
that seen in the Katse 

HU',l"'''I1Ul.<:;, is a linear trend across the DEM. This 
the DEM a tilt to the 

mere as its 
the sea surface waves, 

to the north 

which is very similar to 
the northern 

111-'1"'!U'AUUI11.""y 100m lower than it should be. This error is to be due to an error in the baseline 
""'UHUH',"', which could in turn be due to inaccurate this error should 

be but in the presence of the atnlosphe:fl 
control can be UtilU'''''', 

So as to exclude from the error as far as no,,",ltlle. that did not unwrap, a subset of the DEM 
was The subset was extracted from the where holes were at a and 
even if did would introduce a ''''1<'U'',",' minor error, because of the low altitude of the 

and the worst of the "cloud effect". flats. The subset also excluded the 

Error statistics: 

The statistics of the difference between the InSAR DEM and the reference DEM in this subset are as 
with the shown 3.4: 
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OEM Error ~ profile AS 

Legend 

height error (m) 
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Figure 3.3: Elevation error map and profile 
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the difference image (difference between InSAR DEM and reference DEM) 

Maximum value: 67m 
Minimum value: -110m 
Mean: 4.lm 
Median: 6.8m 
Std. deviation: 32m 

The bimodality of this histogram results from the presence of unwrapping holes. Considering that the average 
altitude in the subset is equivalent to the second mode in this histogram, it is assumed that the holes account 
for the second mode. So, if the holes were excluded, the errors would have a more Gaussian distribution. 

3.6 Conclusions and recommendations - Cape DEM 

In spite of the high coherence between the images and the favorable viewing geometry, the height map gener
ated contains significant artifacts and inaccuracies. Whilst this is of concern for the viability of repeat pass in
terferometry for DEM construction, it is serendipitous in that it has provided us with an invaluable opportunity 
to study the practical limitations of the technique, and in particular, the effects of atmospheric inhomogeneities 
on InSAR. On the other hand, the presence and magnitude of the artifacts in the DEM are a grave concern in 
the use of this technique for deformation studies. If we can anticipate anomalies of this nature in repeat pass 
interferometric products, we have to be extremely careful in our interpretation of differential fringe patterns 
produced by dInSAR. 

In the production of DEMs, the errors and aberrations can in theory be overcome, or at least minimized. The 
time delay due to atmospheric effects is independent of frequency [6]. It is therefore not possible, as with GPS 
and radar altimeter surveys, to correct the error using multi-frequency systems, but they can be overcome by 
using a dual antenna system. With repeat pass systems, the errors can be minimized by averaging the phase 
contributions from numerous passes, and by the inclusion of comprehensive ground control data. 

The "holes" in the data, caused by discontinuities in phase unwrapping can be overcome by a number of 
means: If the scene is viewed interferometrically from more than one direction, it is quite likely that different 
regions will unwrap in the different interferograms. These could then be combined in an appropriate way so 
as to fill the gaps. A sensor with a larger incidence angle would be advantageous under these circumstances. 
Any gaps that remain after this approach could be interpolated or filled using data acquired by other means. 
This is the approach used in the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mapper (SRTM) mission, a dual antenna, fixed 
baseline, system. It is also possible that an alternative approach to phase unwrapping, such as the minimum 
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Figure 3.5: Phase coherence map for Cape Town interferometric image pair 
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Figure 3.6: Flattened phase, 05715_25388 
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Figure 3.7: Flattened phase with regions that would not unwrap masked 
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Figure 3.8: Grey scale height map. Artifacts indicated 
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Figure 3.9: A significant atmospheric artifact NW of the airport 

cost flow algoritlun might prove more robust. A number of unwrapping methods could possibly be combined 
or averaged to produce a more complete and accurate data set. 

The errors in the phase to height calculations done in this study should be reduced by improving on the ground 
control. The ground control points should be carefully selected, not only so that their positions and elevations 
are accurate, but also so that they fall within regions of high coherence. 

It is apparent from this study and from the literature, that the production of precision OEMs is likely to remain 
a multidisciplinary subject. Whilst InSAR is capable of producing high resolution height maps, the control 
and external input is such that it makes good sense not to ignore other technologies. The acquisition of almost 
complete global coverage of dual antenna InSAR data in c-band and x-band, was accomplished in February 
2000 during the SRTM mission [8]. Whilst it is going to take at least two years to process the nearly 15 
terabytes of raw data, the final products should represent the highest quality OEMs available. 
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Figure 3.10: ERS multi-look intensity image of study area 
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Chapter 4 

Katse Loading Experiment 

4.1 Introduction 

This study was concerned with the mapping by differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar (dlnSAR) 
of the loading effects of the Katse reservoir on the Earth's crust. This is a complex experiment, which, like 
the Welkom earthquake experiment (Chapter 5), involved the use of satellite borne radar in the detection and 
mapping of very small ground deformations over large areas. The results of this study were to be used to gain 
a better understanding of the rheological and structural nature of the Earth's crust in the region, and to improve 
our ability to assess the seismic risk involved in building large reservoirs in the Lesotho Highlands (Figure 
4.1). 

South 
Africa 

Figure 4.1: Map showing the location of the Katse Reservoir and the ERS data used in this investigation 
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4.1.1 Project Overview 

When a large dam or reservoir is constructed, the loading effect of the impounded water changes the local 
stress regime in the Earth's crust. This loading is often sufficient to cause flexure of the Earth's crust in the 
order of tens of centimetres [9]. Furthermore, the altered stress conditions, and the increased fluid pressures 
in the pores and fractures of the rock strata are often sufficient to trigger earthquakes through brittle failure 
and remobilization of existing rock fractures (reservoir induced seismicity). In some cases, such as that of the 
1969 Koyna disaster in India [9], this phenomenon has had devastating effects on local populations. 

The amount and type of seismicity induced by a reservoir is related to, among other things, the thickness and 
elastic properties of the Earth's crust in the vicinity of the reservoir. As it is not possible by conventional means 
to accurately model these rheological properties of the Earth's crust to a significant depth, many assumptions 
have to be made with regard to factors such as its flexural thickness. These assumptions are then used to model 
and predict the effects of reservoir loading. 

The usual methods used for monitoring crustal deformation associated with a new reservoir involve using a 
benchmark network and conventional geodetic techniques. These techniques are reliable, and as such, cannot 
be replaced. They do however require on-site repeat measurements to be made by land surveyors, and further
more, these measurements can only be obtained in a discrete and limited number of positions. Recent studies 
in Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) have shown it to be a potentially useful tool 
for precise measurement of small (I cm or less) ground deformations with good resolution (10m) over large 
areas (100 km swaths) [3]. 

On the basis of successful work by other groups doing research into InSAR studies of phenomena such as 
co-seismic displacement (ground deformations associated with Earthquakes) and ground subsidence resulting 
from sub-surface mining activities [5] [10] [II] [12], it was proposed in 1996 that, using SAR data acquired 
before and after the filling of the Katse Reservoir, it might be possible to map the deformation caused by added 
mass of water. If a plausible result were forthcoming, it would then be feasible to draw inference with regard 
to the unknown geophysical parameters relating to the crust. 

4.2 Site selection 

The Katse Dam (Figure 4.2), which represents the keystone in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, is the 
highest (185m) dam in Africa, and one of the highest of its type in the word. It is situated on the Malibamatso 
and Bokong rivers (headwaters of the Orange River), and it impounds approximately two billion tonnes of 
water in a lake more than 20 km in length [13]. 

Figure 4.2: Katse Dam - Keystone of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project 
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The commencement of 
level harmelned 

in October 1995 of the Katse rise in water 
of interferometric 

!!U"lOUll!,; radar ERS-l and ERS- 2. This Tan-
pre:loalClHlg InSAR data sets, and also with a 

«;;",,111114"'''' to the response to an load of the Earth's crust in the Lesotho 
"-,a,U,,j,}; effect of the Katse reservoir was as there had been some "fJ"v\,L,,"W'UU 

as to the actual tectonic of the Lesotho Water Scheme. One of the fundamental uncertain-
ties the flexural thickness of the Earth's crust in this and how this would affect the amount of 
deformation and that would take 

jJnOUH.UlHl" based on an elastic nail -sI0ac:e indicated that the load of the Katse Reservoir 
should have induced a maximum vertical of the crust in the order of lO-20 cm, centred at a 
about 5 km of the dam wall. The lateral extent of the deformation was to extend 
50km from the at which distance the modeled vertical would be in the order of Imm. 
For the purposes of SAR this distal effect would be outside the noise limit of the and 
so could be as the effective or half-width of the deformation. For the purposes of 
the studies and risk assessment for the construction of the Katse it was based 

that the Lesotho of stable crust. Recent research 
indicated the southern 

nYI)OtllleSlS was considered when a value for crnstal thickness 
was selected for the elastic naII-Sloac:e 

The Katse reservoir is located in 
incised into the Jurassic age 

of a violent of volcanism associated 
occurred between 200 and 190Ma 

of a sequence of lavas which are believed to have covered much of southern Africa. The nt'P"Pt'vPI1 

the is 1400m Lebombo belt to the north of the is characterised 

The volcanic succession is under lain a thick sequence of Permo-Triassic which in 
gm~issic basement rocks of the Archaean age and Pan-African age 

Lesotho is host to a number of late Cretaceous age Krmlllerl1tes, some of which are diamondiferous. The 
presence of these Kimberlites is to the of crustal in that a 
for these diatremes to be diamondiferous is that of around 250 km. 

The entire Lesotho 
eludes numerous syn or 
with that of the flood 

is characterised a 
tectonic dolerite intrusions. These and 
are the of the basalt 

'" Y "'.""". which in-
the ages of which IV\,.,.",mn,nrl 

map of Lesotho shows a signifilcallt n,,-,<:,lnlP am)m:aly Thaba Tseka 
in the middle of Lesotho. There are three I-'U~,~'Uj'''' 
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Figure 4.3: Bouger gravity of Lesotho overlaid on elevation 

abnormally high geothermal gradient. This has been called the Quathlamba hot-spot hypothesis, which im
plies that the gravity anomaly is due to a state of isostatic disequilibrium, in which the Drakensberg mountains 
are "higher than they should be". The other possibility is that the composition of the crust in this region has 
an anomalously high mafic content. Although it is difficult to account for the full gravitational effect, this 
would seem reasonable considering the volume of doleritic and basaltic material present. There is significant 
evidence to suggest that the crustal thinning hypothesis is quite plausible [15], and it is hoped that the results 
of this study should serve either to prove or disprove this theory. 

4.3.3 Seismicity and plate tectonics 

Another major motivation behind this investigation was that of concern raised by Hartnady, and others, about 
the tectonic setting of the Lesotho Highlands Water Scheme [17][15]. Subsequent to the original impact assess
ment and dam design phase in 1988-1999, new evidence accrued [18] to refute the previously entrenched idea 
that the Lesotho region lies within a tectonically stable, "intra-plate" area. The accretionary boundary, or suture 
zone between the Kaapvaal Craton and the Namaqua-Natal tectonic province, as inferred by interpolation and 
gravity mapping, coincides roughly with the NE-SW trending Drakensberg mountains. Furthermore, a seismi
cally active belt trending roughly East-West across the southern Drakensberg between Kwazulu Natal and the 
Southern Freestate is evidence of "an embryonic extension of the East African Rift system" [I5]. Hartnady 
states that "the recent seismic activity (Richter magnitude 5 event on 5 October 1986) in the Transkei-Lesotho 
border region is related either to southward propagation of the East African Rift System, or to epeirogenic 
causes involving the (postulated) sublithospheric Quathlamba hot-spot". Either of these hypotheses would 
involve a reduction in both the flexural thickness, and the competence of the lithosphere. The seismic history 
of Southeast Africa provides strong evidence to support a hypothesis originally proposed by Alex L. du Toit 
in 1933 [19], in which he proposed a southern extension of the East African Rift System, with the boundary 
between the Somalian and Nubian plates extending southward through the Lesotho region. The position of the 
Euler pole of rotation for these two plates is inconclusive, but current consensus, which lends further support 
to the rifting hypothesis, places it somewhere in the far Southern Ocean. 
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4.3.4 Crustal loading and flexure 

In order to assess the likelihood of seismic activity associated with the filling of a reservoir, and to predict the 
magnitude and consequences of such events, a comprehensive geological and geophysical investigation of the 
proposed site is necessary. Such a study, which is mandatory in the case of large dams l

, includes the modeling 
(prior to construction) of the loading effects that the new water mass will have on the Earth's crust, and 
subsequent monitoring of the real deformation during and after impoundment. The physical parameters used 
in deriving the model include certain rock characteristics and the flexural thickness, making up the flexural 
rigidity of the Earth's crust in the region concerned. It is this flexural rigidity that is the main factor affecting 
the amount of deformation that will take place [20]. In order to determine the flexural rigidity of the crust, a 
value for the crustal thickness is required, and it is this parameter that is likely to be the least well defined. 
The value used is generally based on a combination of gravity measurements, seismic velocities and regional 
tectonic postulates. 

4.3.5 Crustal loading and flexural rigidity 

The Earth's continental crust represents a thin (10 to 50 km) [20], partially flexible layer floating on the more 
dense, but ductile asthenosphere. When a load is either imposed on or removed from the surface of the Earth, 
the crust responds in a manner very similar to that of an elastic sheet floating on a viscose liquid. For example, 
the vertical displacement z of the oceanic lithosphere under loading can be calculated by modeling it as an 
elastic sheet by solving the fourth order differential equation 4.1: 

(4.1) 

where P(x) is the load as a function of horizontal distance x, 9 the acceleration due to gravity and Pm , Pw the 
densities of asthenosphere and sea water respectively. D is a parameter termed the flexural rigidity, which is 
defined by equation 4.2: 

(4.2) 

where E is Young's modulus, (J Poisson's ratio and T the thickness of the lithosphere. 

Figure 4.4: Flexure of the lithosphere as a result of a two dimensional load 

The relationship between the maximum displacement z and the load for a two-dimensional load of half-width 
a, height h and density Ps shown in Figure 4.4 is: 

(4.3) 

where 
(4.4) 

I A large darn is deemed by the Inlernational Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) to be one exceeding 100m in height, and storing 
more than I km3 of waler 
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It can be shown that while loads with half-widths in excess of about 500 km are in 
UHIUHI.llH, loads with a half-width of less than about 50 kIn are 

V~A'U"'V isostatic 
"U"H~ILH of the 

which results in accounts for the phlen()m,~ncm of reservoir induced "' .... "'u" .. ,,., 
from brittle failure in the crust. 

Katse overflows 
Late '98 Construction starts on Mohale Dam 
17 '98 ERS-2 data take 
22 October '98 ERS-2 

'99 
'99 

nrn,£,prl",.,>c used in differential interferometric are common to those used in the 
interferometric SAR As these have been discussed in 3, 

V""_"'''lll1'', of Katse data will be here. 

Data Acc~uili,iti(];n 

were over the Lesotho Because of the 
short passes, and the close in the the data from 

well suited to interferometric work. If the area not 
such as to cause undue with these data sets would have been the best available 
for the of a DEM of the area. Such a DEM would have been used for removal of the top,ogJrapluc 

""'LJ,vu.',,"Ul'F. reasons, there was a hiatus in 
satellites over Lesotho. After consultation with the agency, and 
mderstandmlgwith a UK based research group and the British Council for :SCl.em;es, 

further 60 data takes. 

A further seven were ""r.lll1cpn 

of the and which offers a " .. unVA.v",.,], 

2 All SAR processing was done using the WRC funded Gamma suite 
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E1 24-Apr-96 24980 
E2 25-Apr-96 5307 141 
E2 15-Apr-99 20838 1226 
E2 20-May-99 21339 1261 
E2 24-Jun-99 21840 1296 

Track 443 Frame 6597 
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time is the of April 1996 and 
ERS-2 will continue until the end of the current ERS HH"5H'5 

the ERS tracks over Lesotho are such that the Katse Reservoir is located near the 
4.1). The reason that this is the load in the centre of the 

- ..... ~'.M .. one would not see the full deformation or any broad-scale 
one would at least be the lateral extent to which the deformation could be malppeo. 
able to the full lateral extent of the it would not be to count all the deformation 

and hence it would not be to calculate the vertical extent of the deformation either. 

V'""-'''''''''F; beyond the extraction of 
information. The nTn,r'",""' details are nr,,'cpr.tPrj in '.1m.,,>nri1v 

The of f-I"'''''''''""nhiil' removal 

of InSAR 

T".~"TV"'T it was not to COlmp'iet,elV 

it was necessary to make use of an U""-f""''''''''''''''Y 

Io-Vl.llpUll'''ll. from the Use was made of a DEM which was derived 
HlPTI"nnmlT SAR with one -'b""~"'o 

maps. 

differences in SAR can be used to derive a terrain 
from different 

is the term 
The amount by which a topographic feature is foreshortened is 

to the radar incidence The of 
and the 

scenes asc:ellldmg 
this is a very small difference in and is far from 
The software used was the ERDAS StereoSAR beta release. 

After """'''''''''''1'0 the nrr,f''''.-o",·", followed is outlined below. 

The two as Reference and Match For the initiall',"LHHc;u 
state vectors are read from the header. This flight path information can be 
some well distributed control 
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lJe-S]lleCIKle The were both filtered with a Gamma-MAP filter for reduction of "I-' .... ·...,L~ ..... 

'>£_-""'-J auto-correlation sequence with a tunable hier
involves an affine transformation and re-sampling 

COlTes:ponds with that of the Reference The 
process benefits from the definition of tie which should be well distributed around the scene in 
the lowest and the In Lesotho, individual huts with steel roofs make excellent 

tie The correlation process, which can be evaluated for effectiveness 
then the final 

DEM This next involves a calculation of and conversion to a 
map. 
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4.5.2 Result and post processing 

The stereo DEM produced was significantly degraded by noise, the source of which, was probably a random 
registration mismatch due to residual speckle. This noise was reduced by using a higher multi looking factor, 
but at the expense of resolution. A 2 x 10 (range, azimuth) multi looking factor was used, thus reducing the 
DEM to 50m sample spacings. 

When an attempted was made to improve the flight path information using corner co-ordinates provided in the 
image headers, the resultant DEM developed a ramp to one side of approximately 10° (Figure 4.5). 

Figure 4.5: Stereo ERS DEM - generated using "corrected" flight path (comer co-ordinates and altitudes 
derived from SAR processor output). A regional error has been introduced, resulting in a tilt to the east (away 
from the sensors). 

When processed without ground control, that is to say, using only the ephemeris data from the original CEOS 
headers, the result was much improved, in that the DEM no longer suffered from the tilt to the east. However, 
there was a significant error in the absolute height values, with the peaks appearing higher than they should 
have, and the valleys lower. This was assumed to be the result from the sensitivity of this technique to errors in 
the measured radar slant range, the main limiting factor in radargrammetry[21] (equation 4.5). This error was 
reduced by applying a scaling factor, but a significant low frequency error remained due to some non-linearity 
in the error. In spite of this however, there remained useful high frequency information in the DEM (Figure 
4.6) . 

A low resolution (l minute postings) DEM, derived by digitising points from topographic maps, provided 
the reasonably accurate low frequency information that the stereo DEM lacked. This DEM was interpolated 
and resarnpled to the same resolution as the stereo DEM (2 km to 50 m). The high frequency component 
of the stereo DEM was extracted by subtracting the heavily smoothed difference of the stereo DEM and the 
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Figure 4.6: Stereo SAR OEM - "corrected" - generated using coarse ephemeris data alone (without ground control). 

interpolated coarse OEM from the stereo OEM, and then merged with the coarse OEM to produce a combined 
product. This final product, although not sufficiently accurate to be used as a OEM in its own right, was 
significantly more detailed than the original digitised OEM. The chances that the SAR simulation would 
succeed were therefor much improved. Simulated of SAR products, for use in topographic phase removal in 
differential InSAR (section 2.2.8) include a synthetic intensity image for purposes of registration by image 
cross correlation, and a simulated interferogram. 

In order to provide a OEM that covered at least the area of the images being used for InSAR processing, the 
stereo OEM had to be feathered into the coarse OEM (Figure 4.7), which covered the whole of Lesotho. This 
was achieved by means of the ERDAS mosaic tool (Appendix C.3). 

4.5.3 A comment on image selection for stereo SAR 

For stereo processing, the image selection process is one of compromises, and there are several important 
factors that should be considered. The two overlapping images must be selected so as to maximise the inter
section angle in the viewing geometry, but not so much that the images cannot be registered. The optimum 
geometry depends primarily on the amount of relief in the scene. Areas with very little relief are best imaged 
from opposite sides, whilst those with high relief require a much smaller intersection angle. 

The error in the terrain height estimate :'71" due to the error in slant range measurement :'lr is [21]: 

~ ( • ' .. 1/ • 2()") , so ··>.· ... - , 'n 
"I . . ' • I , 2 

< > . <T sin2 (~' _ ()") r , , 
(4.5) 

It will also be noted from this equation that when the difference between the two look angles, ()' and 'l", is 
small, the technique becomes very sensitive to errors in the viewing geometry. For this reason, ERS image 
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Figure 4.7: Stereo DEM inserted into coarse DEM 
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from the same orbital diI'ec1lI01rl, 
apl~ropriate for stereo DEM construction. With a 60% 

a sensor like which f'm,nl(\v<! 

should be used to obtain a reasonable variation in the look 

The aY~Lua.IUIU<'y as the cost of 
data available 

nC,<1r.nm,lT Radarsat data takes 
it may have been 

more "n,roTn.,..."; of crossed track lUH~~"". 

Of course, there are many other methods that could be used for the of maps. These range 
Cost was the fundamental reason none 

<"'OvUlU'!,,'"'' were would have been too because of the 

The 

The actual process of 
the OEM with the simulation of 
interferometric The simulated mtertef()gram is then subtracted from the real one, and in 
the differential cornp(ment of the should remain residual due to OEM errors refer 
Independent OEM r"fll1;r'>TTI<"nt<!' 

The 

The simulation of SAR pn)dUlcts from the OEM the stereo OEM with the UIF;n1>'''U 

one, was not successful. It appears that the reason for this lack of success was that the OEM lacked 
the and was also too The simulated -----.-----J 
the real one, and of the cross correlation was not .... v,>.: .. ,"". 

necessary to do differential to extract a result The "three 
had a small baseline for the tf\r'f\o"rllnhi rate to be very low 
any differential movement would have been differential movement cause a full 

For control purposes, survey data from monuments near the wall of the Katse Oam 
was made available the )p,...",.hTlP"t of Water Affairs Table. The information in the table is that of 
the reference beacon Olspla,celnents. less than 2 

For purposes of load reservoir water levels were obtained from the of Water Affairs 
These data are based on the usable or rmmmum level of the and do 

not include the initial between October 1995 and March 1996. 
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Figure 4.8: Map indicating survey monument locations 
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KATSE monument deflections 

LIST OF MEASUREMENTS: 

MEASUREMENT 

9101 
9211 
9612 
9702 
9703 
9803 
9807 
9902 
9908 

DATE 

1991.01.09 
1992.11.25 
1996.12.04 
1997.02.02 
1997.03.10 
1998.03.02 
1998.07.22 
1999.02.27 
1999.08.25 

WATER LEVEL 

2016.88 
2027.83 
2030.96 
2051.69 
2049.51 
2051.03 
2044.44 

LIST OF CO-ORDINATES AND HEIGHTS: 

Reference measurement: 9101 

BEACON Y X 
L029 

P001 48325.535 3246048.722 
P002 47699.236 3245863.306 
P004 47384.706 3247200.934 
P005 47822.661 3247234.530 
P006 48045.664 3247138.180 
P008 48208.489 3246548.448 

Z 

2075.8770 
2097.3744 
2118.8168 
2130.2514 
2131.2325 
2099.7160 

DISPLACEMENTS - REFERENCE MEASUREMENT: 9101 

BEACON P01 P02 P04 

MEASUREMENT dz in mm dzin mm dzinmm 

9211 0.4 0.2 -0.4 
9612 -11.6 -8.7 0.0 
9702 -12.5 -12.4 0.0 
9703 -11.6 -11.1 0.0 
9803 -14.7 -18.7 0.2 
9807 -15.0 -18.6 0,0 
9902 -17.7 -17.3 -0.1 
9908 -13.4 -16.6 1.9 

REMARKS 

PILLAR 
PILLAR 
PILLAR 
PILLAR 
PILLAR 
PILLAR 

P05 

dzinmm 

0.0 
-2.6 
-1.9 
..Q.9 
-0.4 
-4.0 
-1.5 
..Q.8 

Table 4.2: monument deflection 
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P06 P08 

dzin mm dz 

-1.6 -1.7 
-0.5 -11.1 
-2.4 -11.1 
-3,3 -13.3 

-14.2 
-4.4 -15.3 
-0] -12.7 
-1.5 -12.1 
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4.8 Results and discussion 

Tandem ERS image pairs from the 1995, 1996 mission were processed early in the course of this project by 
Eric Rignot at JPL in California. The outcome of this processing represented strong support for the viability of 
the interferometric technique for this project. The interferograms that were produced indicated good coherence 
even in regions of fairly extreme radar foreshortening (Figure 4.10). 

Figure 4.10: Magnitude image, coherence map and interferogram of the Katse area. 

Subsequent to the processing of these initial images by JPL, and the commissioning of a processing facility 
in the Radar Remote Sensing group at UCT, all subsequently acquired data was processed. As data continues 
to be acquired, there may well be further opportunity to produce useful results in the future, but at this stage, 
only one pair of images (24980 and 20838) has been suitable for long temporal baseline interferometry (Table 
4.1). 

It was ascertained that provided that the spatial baseline is small «30 m), the phase coherence between long 
time baseline (3 years) ERS data over Lesotho is remarkably good (Figure 4.11), and well within the noise 
limits for interferometric work. More specifically, this allowed the production of an interferogram (Figure 
4.12) using images from April 1996 and April 1999 - a pair containing virtually all of the probable differential 
effects of crustal loading (Figure 4.9). 

In spite of having very high quality Tandem interferograms, it was not possible to unwrap them over large 
enough areas to be able to generate an InSAR OEM. This is extremely unfortunate, because the resolution and 
accuracy of such a OEM would have far exceeded the requirements of this project, and would have been a 
valuable product in its own right. The fundamental reason for this lack of success with inSAR OEM gener
ation was that the topographic relief in the region is such as to cause radar layover & shadow making phase 
unwrapping possible only in small patches. Without very accurate tie points, these independently unwrapped 
patches cannot be linked without introducing unpredictable bulk errors. 

The OEM, which was generated by combining coarse topographic data and the stereo-SAR OEM (Figure 4.7), 
was not of sufficient quality to be used for removal of the topographic phase. However, the sma.ll baseline of 
the interferogram that spanned the filling of the reservoir, ensured that the removal of the topographic phase 
components was not necessary. Because the fringe rate due to topography was very low in this case, any 
differential movement would have been immediatly obvious even without any differential processing. There 
is no evidence of deformation fringes in the resultant differential interferogram (Figure 4.13). 

When this interferogram is unwrapped, as far as unwrapping is possible, a linear trend from left to right is 
apparent. It is possible, but unlikely that this trend could be due to loading effects of the reservoir. Firstly, the 
effect is too linear in nature from left to right in the image, indicating a probable slight error in the baseline 
estimate. And secondly, the trend continues to the west of the reservoir. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
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the "linear deformation", 4 fringe cycles or 11.2cm (l differential fringe equates to half a wavelength of 
movement), exceeds the values obtained from geodetic monitoring of the survey monuments (Table 4.2), 
where the maximum deflection is shown to be in the order of 2cm. 

Figure 4.11: Phase coherence over three years, 05307_20838. Brighter shades indicate higher coherence 

The geodetic ally measured deformation represent both a relief for the designers of the dam, and an answer 
to the broader questions of crustal, or flexural thickness in the region. Ironically however, it does represent a 
disappointment with regard to the lack of a result in this project. The viability of the interferometric technique 
for this project relied on the extent of the deformation being within the limits of a single 100 x 100km ERS 
scene. As explained in Section 4.4.1, we were fortunate in having a data set which included the entire Katse 
Reservoir at the edge of the scene, thus giving us the widest possible view of the deformation field. Unfortu
nately however, the small amount of measured vertical displacement is indicative of a thicker than anticipated 
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Figure 4.12: Three year interferogram, 05307_20838 (adaptive filter applied) 
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crust. This in tum, will have ""-."''''''', in of a decrease in vertical movement, a dramatic increase in the 
effective flexural or lateral extent over which the defonnation would have taken 

in the Welkom defonnation 
circumstances is to attl~mlpt 
view of the area. Since these 

"',", .. I,U,,, in order to a broader 
U'''JeLlUJll, many of them do 

pnxe:sstng of an extended swath was 

In addition to the broad scale be included of the 
smaller scale features such as the surface dislocation due to the Ha seismic event in 1996. It 
was that the would be of resolution to observe active "!',,uU'5 

or other non-unifonn defonnations in the crust around the Katse Reservoir. The isolation of any 
of these subtle features was not and it is that this may be as a result of their effects 

noise threshold. Phase noise derives from a combination of thennal noise in the instrument 
lJa~''''h<uU'H'' radiation. Other factors include the decorrelation due to in the 

the process. 

The SAR were found to be of little value for lineation of subtle features. 
The reason for this is that the nature of the terrain is such as to cause considerable 
in the The range these effects has a 
lineations that may be detectable a careful examination of aerial derived 
data. The same effect that obscures these subtle features in this sort of is to enhance them in 
flat or otherwise featureless areas. A DEM such as that which should emanate from the SRTM 
mission could be an and valuable tool for such an <>nodUC1C 

researchers and the 1"",""""".<1" 

been solved very suc:ce!;stll1ly 

and the lack of an "in-house" 
",."."."..".nf with UK based 

pn)Ce,sslng issue has 

coherence results were obtained over a as as three years, and an 
was that based on deformation pre:<11C:ttons, to have included the effects of the <vaUU1/",. 

ever, the actual defonnation that has taken of this as measured 
conventional indicates that we any of these effects in the interfer-
ogram. A substantial amount over an area that would have 
fallen well within a SAR measurements that not is the 
vertical movement effect would be distributed over a much 

area. 

ERS data is still 

"''''''''''111<J'5 that the "nlrwn,nrl 

span un,n':fI'''' pf()cesse:u in the 
some curvature centred on the reservoir. 
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"HUV'~5U there is not a direct correlation between thickness and flexural thickness 
or in the absence of other the presence of diamondiferous Kimberlites in the 
should have raised Kimberlites are mantle derived the pressure and Tp.n1nl".r"rnrp. 

rprml1,pn for diamond formation are such as to necessitate an thick On the 
HULl .. ' (l1\}5J and two of Kimberlite have been identified in Lesotho One contains 

an of minerals indicative of a formation of and the other contains minerals 
which will have formed under the pressure conditions found at between 150 and 200km. Such crustal 
uw,,,-,",,uU'5 may be of the that there exists a tectonic suture zone in this it does not 
however rule out the of to Kimberlite emlpUlce:me:nt. 
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23rd the South African a mag-

It was caused a rockburst at the and resulted in power 
U"lU"~;" to the mine's Eland shaft. Two were killed and hundreds of mine workers 

of in South Africa takes 
are extreme, and the disturbance to the stress 

and fault remobilisation. The associated induced ~p"'rrl1("l 
1999 event, has a effect not on the miners til"1""''-'1 

of the mines. For these reasons, the exact causes of and nature of the 
methods have become a hot for research and 

and possible 
engineers. 

The of co-seismic radar has revealed some SP(!CI,iCLLUU results in 
the last six or seven 1][23], but most of these studies have involved two orders of mag-
nitude than that which occurred in Welkom in 1999. Here the of the to 
measurements of the deformation associated with deep mining induced rockbursts are demonstrated. 

For the purposes of movement information from the Welkom scene, a suitable set of radar 
was The identification of data was achieved first the of the 

U1"1""""'''', and then by search criteria into the Descw software. The ePlcerltre 
the Information Centre's 

/ ep i c . h tml. This database contains the co-ordinates and lHQ'lOUllUI.1\;;" 

by the global seismic a network of seismographs that was set up for nuclear 
The accuracy of on the of in the of 

"'"1l--"-' and in South 
The South African Council for Geosciences 
error is roughly the same as that of the NEIC. At a later accurate co-ordinates for the 

as recorded instruments located in the were obtained from ISS the rlprl"rtrn 

at the of Witwatersrand. The three co-ordinate sets are tabulated below (Table 
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Acq. Date 
23-Dec-95 
24-Dec-95 
04-0ct-98 
19-5epl.-9!1 

00:19:39.1 00:19:38 
-27.953 26.653 -27.80 26.64 -27.9338 26.7128 
5km 
5.70Mb 5.1 

Table 5.1: Welkom event statistics 

baseline of the the 
H'U"~"fi it very sensitive to what little 

and since ERS data is not rn,.,hnpl" 

was 
int,3.rfl>.rnmptnl because of the time ser1anltIcllls 

was well within the limitations of the interferometric ___ ....... , __ 

Track 178 Frame 4167 PCI pendicular baselines 
Orbit 23212 3539 4040 18068 23078 Quality 
EI-23212 - 11 % missin!! lines 
E2-03539 378 Good 
E2-18068 151 227 101 - Good 
E2-23078 40 338 212 III - Good 

Table 5.2: ERS scenes used for the Welkom deformation 

1JI,;-"U!1vUl(U baseline between spamning the seismic event, is 
decorrelation was found to be too to interferometric 

other than over the built up of Welkom itself. There are two reasons for this decorrelation. The first is 
the amount of water in the December 95 it must have been at or around 

The presence of increased surface water is evident these December 
with others from and October The river courses and pans are HAUH"'-","-y 

and show the low backscatter of water bodies. The second cause of decorrelation is extensive 
that takes in this The variation in crops or characteristics 

which was found to be most suitable for extraction of the differential movement was the 
with a baseline of 111 m, and with good coherence due to them both been 

at about the same, time of year. In and a long time baseline (11 'U~U'U~I 
decorrelation was low in the Welkom scene for us to be able to a 

of the deformation which took time . The Welkom area is 
5.1) from this 
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27"54'S 

27"57'S 

26°40'E 26°43'E 

Each interferometric fringe represents 26mm of vertical 
ground displacement which resulted from the 
April 1999 magnitude (local) 4.6 earthquake in Welkom 

• Earthquake epicentre 

• O1her Mag;> 4 events since 1971 

I Major fault zones 

Scale 

Met8f6 
2000 o 2000 

26°46'E 

26°46'E 

SAR proceMing and Interlerogram • G. Doyle 
Radar Remote Sensing Group 
Uni'Yersiry 01 Cepe Town 

Figure 5. 1: Differential interferogram of ground defonnation in the Welkom gold fields 
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to 4 uU'!SV~J re:pre:sen:ts 
which is oriented 

tures, of this deformation feature coincides with the Eland Shaft of the lYJ.'L~luau<"'14 
which was worst affected the and with the focus of the event. Its orientation and mag-

nitude also coincide with the the fault zone, which 
to the west If and InablUlUUl'-' 

the interferometric 

The time span between is (11 and since 
due to the activities is in this area, this cannot be ruled out at least as a factor 
in the deformation process. There a correlation between the calculated deformation for an 
event of the that occurred in Welkom in 1999 and that measured 

for the that the surface movement as measured by satellite intlertlerometrv 
valuable feedback on the accuracy of rock behavior models and rock-burst 
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map of the Western interferometric prc)ce:,sirlg 

nHI";:;'-"", The ,,,,,,uw, .. ,,,.,,u artifacts and inalcclllfacies, of 

• _" V""",,, appear to be due to mIllonlo~~enemlS 
atrnm.phere These errors are more than 200m in 

tical limitations of the InSAR tp£"h .. " .. "", 

The presence and of the atnlosphl~ric;al 
for the use of this b'"hn'Oll'p 

pass interferometric ,.,,.{\(1l],('t,, 

A small error was 

control 
suffer as a consequence, Consl1dermg 
to be unavoidable with the 
calculations could un .. vAI.",."" 
number of 

wl,:1es,pn~ad atnlosphlmc effects in the scene, this situation appears 
"''''''('i"in" baseline to 

A 

One other consideration with InSAR DEMs of this nature, is that the surface me,asllfe,d. is in fact the 
aplJar,ent loss of resolution in ve~~et~ltion canopy rather than level. This is 

river which are HHQUQV1 
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ERS SAR were int,ertierome~tri':alJly proc:es!;ea in an atti~mlDt to map the crustal AU""'''';:; effects of the 
Katse reservoir in Lesotho. 

time between reservoir im-
The terrain was also very unfavorable for finite baseline 

to be difficult to the variation due to from that 
due to the deformation. 

Unsuccessful were made at a DEM from ERS The mountainous ter-
rain made it to unwrap the to any useful extent. For the purposes the 

effect from the deformation an was also made at a interfero-
gram from a coarse, derived DEM. This too was because of the lack of resolution 
and the noise of the DEM. This mdepi~nd.ent 
of two SAR 

V"-<A,",""' .... The coherence was 
deformation. 

The models of the crustal deformation underestimated the flexural thickness of the Lesotho 
crust and the actual deformation which has taken due to the of the Katse reser-
voir is not sufficient to be within the detection of the InSAR The modeled deformation 
was in the order of 10 to but the actual deformation that has taken is almost an order 
less. because the crust is more than the effects are 
over a much area. An area which exceeds the extent of an ERS SAR 
if the deformation was within the detection limits of C-band the 
not be visible. 

It is to concatenate 
arrectlon, o'ver(:oming the 

for interferometric 
UllU""'U'-"Ui>, but in the case of this 

at least in the azimuth 
the data to achieve 

this has not been "f"rnmr ... " 

On the """'1tnr"" side for InSAR and 
in this 
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In a rockburst at near to one of the 
shafts at the mine. The rockburst was measured as a 4.5 seismic event. ERS data takes 

eqlllsl£lOllea and and the surface effects of the event were SAR 

The was to three or more ERS of the scene to the deformation three pass, 
or if that didn't four pass This was abandoned when it was found that because 
the terrain so it was not necessary to ""'llal,'U'" the deformation effect from the effect. The 
effect of the deformation on a was so as to be unmistakable. The 
was from a ofERS in October 1998 and the 
seismic event. 

In alvljU!"J:UU!'" (11 UlUll ... "." 

coherence between the was Crossed orbits resulted in difficulties with fiat 
but it was found that this tlMt.>nin could be in the immediate """,n",,, 

of the deformation. 

The area and of the surface deformation that resulted from the 
delineated. The deformation took over an area, centred 'U~'''H' v 

axis of the is around Skm and the maximum of the det)reilSlClll was determined to be 
around lOcm. 

environment. The Dmatnre 
"u~'!Jv"for the use of this tp"hnim the effects of rock-bursts in 
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HUTtU"UUl\,. 685 Canton Str. "ruJ"()i1 MA 02062: Artech 
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Mission Date Track Frame Orbit Type PAF 

ERS-l 04-jul-94 602 6597 15523 PRI DLR 
ERS-l l,h Oil 1664 6597 16585 PRI DLR 
ERS-l 06-dec-95 443 6597 22976 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l 1O-Ji:H1-96 443 6597 23477 RAW ESRIN 
ERSr l II 0':; 443 6597 24980 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 07-dec-95 443 6597 03303 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 Il-jan-96 443 6597 03804 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 "Je nt:: 443 6597 05307 RAW ESRIN 'U 

ERS-2 15-api-99 443 6597 20838 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 ?O-m:lV-QQ 443 6597 21339 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 2'T-Juu-9~ 443 6597 21840 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 ()?-~"'n-QQ 443 6597 22842 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l 06-dec-95 443 6579 22976 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l 1O-jan-96 443 6579 23477 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 07-dec-95 443 6579 03303 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 ll-jan-96 443 6579 03804 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l 06-dec-95 443 6615 22976 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l lO-jan-96 443 6615 23477 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-l 2· -ap.-}6 443 6615 24980 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 07-dec-95 443 6615 03303 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 ll-jan-96 443 6615 03804 RAW ESRIN 
ERS-2 25-apr-96 443 6615 05307 RAW ESRIN 
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A brief is for each but a more 
Gamma documentation. If any of the Gamma programs is run without aC(;ODlp::myin 
nnp''''!lt/'I''' is with on-screen as to the aPl)ropri.ate pat'amLeters to enter. 

Five basic followed in tbis case for the ofa map with SAR data: 

1. MSP - Process the RAW data to Look 

2. ISP - Generate the 

3. Phase 

4. - Produce a map from the 

5. assessment and ERDAS 

The selection of data 
Presented is the 

'nt.",.f'" ... "....,".N-t1 is an u ... n,nrl'"nt process, which is discussed in Iw"'''-'llL'H 

that was followed for the of scene 05715 \,LJ4",,-·.., 

1. 
a) The convention is to name ufn,rviTHT directories 
cessed. 

The antenna 

to the orbit number of the scene 

from MSP/sensors to the 

pro-

apIJropri.ate raw data/sensor pat'arrietf:r file \LJ4.-."."_L_>JI">..p<u was also from the same di-

was from the PIQ('f'lnt" d:lre(;tOl'v to the vvu"""w",, 

e) The RAW data and leader file was extracted from CD onto hard drive for prc}CeSSlJnl2;. 
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2. Gamma (ex.ample in 

3. 

The leader file reader for the Italian PAF 
success in 

5.1dr 

.n.>!""v .... "' .. the ASI reader worked the 
the leader file. 

which is in a mixed 

worked the best for this SAC archived data. Others were 
the relevant information from the CEOS leader file. 

it was still unable to extract the correct start time from 

Andrew Wilkinson 

for manual extraction of the relevant information. 

The par file was correct for erroneous numbers entered into the 
accluis:itic)ll date and start time fields. It is critical that these fields are correct, otherwise the state 

vectors will not be usable or The date and the zero azimuth time for the 
first were identified in the ASCII version of the and this information was entered 
in the par file. 

4, IdentilfYU:lg and UIU'nUj,u!:: the aDl()fopriate PRC orbits file. 

5. 

The were 
14"''''''E> convention used the DLR for 

The pre file used for this 
the date of the first orbit 

prClce1.se€1, and the next prc file in the database 
starts with an orbit that I,1U1"-I.,'<U<'" it. 

.tu(1el1:t.nlleI's/p'rec:ort)s I have not used 
so cannot comment on how to use them with Garruna. 

could be to compare the of the DLR and the DEOS orbits on the Welkom 
seems to have some with orbital or ('t\TnlP1'(,~·n,.,.p?l 

the state vectors with the PRC orbits. 
uvlHlH.vl r won't work until the start time has been corrected in the par file In 

it was because this didn't that I after some that there was an error in 
the par file. 

n1''''''''''''''''" state vector file and extracts a number of state vectors that bracket the 
times. These state vectors are then written into the par file. 

6. U(~anin2 up the RAW data (missirlg line 

o 5.raw 0571 

05715.fix 
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7. 

Hl"'''!!');; lines will have little or no visible effect 
1>"i,;)n'5 line will cause almost decorrelation 

and corrects any errors by UUl'm~UL'UF, between UU'A","'''. 

the nreVI01JS in the command line is a switch or 1), which engages or a line 
l'f''''''''_f'C\'T"li"tr,r which checks for lines. For ERS this should be set to 
IJU"!U'JH, as it tends to inc:onrectly 
issue. The ERS line counters are 

VUJlHU>U<JlUI5 correct data and I.v"uU"U'15 

VU,,,-U'JUL Gamma pf()CeSslng, '''"<AU''", data from and it to 

l"rOCeS!ilDg RAW data to SLC 
was done a modified version of the shell 

which is of the Gamma processor suite 
was used after a few the subroutines contained within it. 

co]mp're~.selj) and sIc files are over 1GB in so due caution has to be observed in 
Gamma no direct indication that it has run out of disk 

in the command-line the sensor 
parameteJfS and the format of the raw data. The 2 and the 10 f'P.nf'f'\I;lf'\nr 

The 4096 is the azimuth 

prc)Ce!,SlDlg to SLC: "An error in the am-

without the need 
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for manual correction of the centroid. 

The individual subroutines within the are: 

8. A nn!lllilrv check. 
The dimensions of the multilook .... ~A .. ' .. J are given in p.05715.mli.par. 

is made of 05715.mli and viewed with xv to check for etc. 
lines may a but only if there are lots of them. The SAR 
tions of small amounts of data. 

raspwr 05715.mli 1696 
pH."U",","" 0571 

9. The above were re):,ea:led 
u."'-'p"H)', in mind that scene 25388 was 
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Interferometric pr()ce~>sirlg The alternatives discussed 
in the Gamma ClO(;Unlentatlon, was as follows: 

L PrellimiJlary 

3. 

a) An alternative disk to the one cotltainil1lg 
rOrlVP.1r1t1l'1n the ISP riir,;>f't,-.,.v 

included. 
c) The and 

The selection of 05715 as the master 
in archive 

nalran121J~r file: 

The same was done for 25388 

The ISP can be run with the 
discussed below. if the prClcei,SlIU1; 
,",VAUI-HU,'''UVL,,> such as low coherence 

· .. ,,<U'n,.,. offsets file 

0571 "" ... "",.",0., ' ................. ·0"' .. . 

The "1" at the end is a switch used to tell 
rather than (2) to at the offsets. 

to 

VfJ'UHJ'''''''VU of baselines with other 

the 

of the routines 
can the 

int1ens:ity cross correlation 

...."""',,.'.uu'6 the offsets. For 
lrr",,'wl'<tnt that the estimator doesn't start somewhere in the sea or in the mount.ains, so 

flat on the Flats. 

4. J£st:imllltiIllg initial offsets. 

5.sle 0571 0571 "'~&,''''V'UU.IJII 2 5 

5.sle 25388.slc 0571 iJ_,::'iJ';'UU.UII 1 2 

05715.slc 25388.slc 1 1 

This takes a small window the center of the " .. n ....... ""'} and calculates an initial estimate 
of offset between the two scenes. One of the last screen lines is the actual offset estimate. For 
these the offsets were 5 in range, and 1669 in azimuth. 

was run three each time with a lower AU ... " ..... vv.""",f", factor 2 & 5, etc. at the 
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end of the command This ess1entJ.all} allows the cross correlation to be "zoomed in on", 
thus the offsets. 

upUi,u:eu ISP par,aIllI~ter 

5. Precision estimate of offsets 

The SNR for this Tandem well above the threshold (7 default set in 
but for with tern,poral t1"'tt",,..pn,,,,,,, as encountered in the Katse and Welkom 

it was necessary to return to 
h""""",,,r was set at 128 ""H1I-'UO" 

4 and set the window size a bit The window size for 
"~"."'.nu, which worked. 

As runs, the screen one an indication of whether the is to 
be suclcesl';ful, m(llcatmg the number of offsets above threshold. The number of valid offsets should 
be in the 20s and 30s or more for to be successful. The Tandem egl~;ten~d without 
any P1UUlvUli>. 

6. Determination of offset polYllI)mlials squares error melllOll) 

0571 
sets 

carnOtites the co-reglstrati(ln poJlynlJmlals correS1DOIildil1l!! to range and azimuth offset of SLC-
relative to SLC-I , ... _' ____ ,. 

7. and .. "" ••• "t", .. ",." itltellSity 

ave:ra!n~d. ai;COlrdlrlg to rlks and 

The .pwr are used in to control later. 

8. · .. ",<.tin,R Sun raster files and inspe(~tion of the results 

raspwr 0571 4912 
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49121 54401 1 2.0 1 

9. '-ill\;U,lilllll~ the baseline 
There are three ways of "' .. ,'''' ..... ".UJ,J; the baselines: from the state vectors, FFT calculation of average 

rate, and from the offsets. Combinations of these can be used for and pel1lendlcullat 
baseline estimation. The the and the next is to subtract the flat earth 

cornpcment from the int,'rf,'.,.n'''''l'Im 

Table B.I: Five ULU'LL"LV1;'" for ",UlvUl,'Ulll!', the baseline 

0571 0571 
2 

The at the end of command line indicates which method should use for base-
line calculation. 

an indication of which of the five methods is most aDrlrOl0fl!Ue. 
which method will or won't Here I used 2, which estimates the IJULUU'",. 

line from the state vectors, and the peI1lelndlculru baseline in the range direction. 

10. Subtraction of the flat earth 

0571 v "'''''''Y'V. 

A Sun raster was made for visual inspec;ticm of the oroauc:t. 

2 1 1 1 2.0 0.3 1 

11. HU"~"" the correlatiou map. 

"->}dULl.'C." 4912 

This maps the cross correlation between the range 0 
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Generate a Sun raster cc 

rascc 0571 ",_,::'J";/oo.vv 2 
with a colour range from blue 

me:dlllm, and is correlation. If l' .... "-'!"p.rr",rI 

can be made raslinear instead of rascc. 
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This one to be aware of all the tradeoffs 
and an error free and a that 
covers a reasonable of the scene. Tolerances can be set so that there is little chance of error, but 

of the scene will unwrap. If the tolerances are set too 
may be but there will be errors in the it useless. 

The the intc!rti::roln-run are as follows: 

1. 

and averages the interferometric 
and hence the number of 

2 4 

The 0.25 and 4 ",v,.·.,,,,,,,,t,,,,"c are reS1Jecitive the default low SNR threshold and the filter width. 

Insl0ecI:tOn of the ..... ,.n'rllII~T 1<1",1\.>1:'15 a Sun raster 

49121 49241 1 2.00.31 

& .ras 

I have found that program sometimes 1J1".UU' .... "''' a blank I'm not sure 
of the lines 1 0 or so seems to fix the 

2. of low correlation areas. 

the process, so these areas must be 
identified and masked 

0571 v "-vv,",, ... 49120.3 

0.3 was found trial and error to be a reasonable correlation threshold to use in cOJ11u:nctlOn 
the neutron threshold and the branch The permutati,ons 
there's to say that this is the 
interactive process, 

2 can be used at any time in the next few to create a Sun raster 

3. Neutrons 
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neutron 26 

intp·,,«i,tv file and neutrons for the gellenltlCm of branch cuts 
in the file for every 

average 

4. n"'~"'1I'·"..i .. i'W .. ,. the residues. 

residue 0571 v_c..v",.>,1",., 4912 

residue reads the smoothed int,,,rt'·rn.O',.,,,.,, determines residues and writes them to the file. 

5. Conn,ectin2 residues. 
nr'mlli"" two for branch cuts, tree3c and is more 

""r'N"'m,';",' since it allows branch cuts to cross, some l1COe lVU;). 

4912 

The default maximum branch ext:'ertmelrltatlOn (relpeated runs of 
I found that I could decrease this to nn'U1'gnn,·iI area. 

is the centre of the scene. A better was 

"",>11'",n""I,..O' is started at the centre of the scene, but this 
coherence - water, so the coherence map and the flattened '",t, .... +; .. ".,-,. 

examined for in which to start 
at before the opl:imum "\.Wl <ALl'!', 

0571 ~ __ ~~_'~. 491204912049243500 
2500 

0571 "'_"'''''''''''U.I 

Note: The un,,,,,,I,1..,,,,",, 
the UmVralJpirlg 

file have to be deleted before TPtl'lTnin 

I found it easiest to into ERDAS to examine it for bulk errors -

to 

dislocations. I also ImlPorted the .cc file for examination in with the nrn,llT<l",,,,,·rl 

7. Construction 
It is VV"""..,l.., 

<lr",,,·nnr",,t,, threshold to set in 

program can continue with the mw,r:m,Tlln 

can be done in an iterative fashion. The iterative 
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8. 

The method used for to bridge, was as follows: 
rastree and were used to gellerate which map the mr"nT,pr! and areas, 

tOE~etller with the residues and branch cuts. 

rastree 0571 
rasrmg 0571 ~_'_~Y'~~' 

xv 0571 V_'~V,",'uu. 
xv 0571 v_.~vV!UU. 

4912 1 49250.25 0571 ~ __ ~~V'~' 

assumed same without 
was matched with one on 

An ASCII text file of was created with the format: 

unwcrow unwccol wr_row on anew 

The program was then used to continue the nn'mT5mnln 

0571 vc..v"".,,;u., 0571 __ ----

A gcp txt file in the form az 

0571 4912 

the next task was to map un'Wnlpr)eCl 
nrr",u'''' control for the accurate 

removal of any residual tilt from the 
out across the scene (a low order 

was created 

(This manual creation of bridges and gcp files should not have been necessary, as Gamma has dis-
tools for this For reasons of libraries", these tools do not work in 

the RRSG conlpUiting envirOllmfmt). 

with the coherence and one of the im-
nU'-V"JU" gcp collection in the field should a more accurate 

9. Calculate baseline from GCPs. 
The at the GCPs is extracted from the 

0571 ___ . ____ _ 
0571 0571 

The 5 is the default size of the window used for phase 

is then used to rewrite the baseline file with the nT"·('i~i,,n baseline coordinates. 

0571 0571 _ .... _.~~.~ 0571 

The "1" is a which tells to add back the ramp Earth rt)1mnrm,p'nt 

is the number of terms to solve for in the non-linear least squares estimate: 4 is the 
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as such for this 

On the first at the screen message "WARNING: GCP not Un1NI'a.DD':x\" ap-
This was because a GCP had been located in a that was not The 
was solved the GCP location and 

The error for the GCP and in the case of this the 
errors were, in some cases, up to 80m. The GCPs with the greatest error were deleted from the GCP 
and alternatives The errors did not This is discussed in section 
3.5. 
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L Au. ........ "6 

2. 

conversion is done in this 

0571 0571~_~~~vuu.vl 

track ranges on a 

At this «n"v"!'., still not the final !JHJU"'~', was irrl1C'\"TTPri into UJ.'JJr",,-,. and checked 
did not look too 

'nn""".~;.,.", to orthonormal coordinates. 
one of the effects of tnr'f"onr'.>T'.h on SAR 

the near range side of the 
orthonormalisation. 

which this effect is cOlmpem;atel<i is known as 

information to a orthonormalised 
A map, or shaded relief is also proidU(;ed 

ap'~rp·fpr,"nr·p. these final In the 

0571 0571 
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VUl",UIL, assessment 

In order to assess the and to prepare it for use in other aP1:111c,attcms, it 
was into ERDAS UH"'6'"'''' Gamma is in IEEE 32 bit fioat and the 
dimensions !>"!>'rnplrprc file 

COllculrrerltlv with that have 
nrrl,,,,,,t,,,,,,,,, match. The InSAR DEM had 

Once the InSAR DEM had been geclret,ereltlced, the DEM errors, 
and then further and resampl~d. This was done H,U''''UU,i''. fine features such as river and stream 

A difference map was then raster arithmetic and this was evaluated 
.t"t-IVI"Ii\, and The results are discussed in section 3.5. Profiles the difference were 
examined. errors become obvious as clear dislocations in the difference 

~illt~Minaandmter~lol~lti(.n 

The InSAR DEM had three flaws: It had holes in it where the int,"'rf,~ .. " 

It had a residual tilt on it because of an error in the baseline and it was 1''''.''''''''-' 
induced errors. With a view to the DEM "useful", the ntelrpollatetl, and 

the low errors removed in the ,v":v".",,, manner: 

1. Gamma's program was fooled into 'HUllUl:'., that the file was a power thus 1'\1'('.,1",,,_ 

an orthonormalised file for use as a mask. 

2. The orthonormalised file was rescaled to a 
a set of 1 's wherever there were holes in the InSAR 

nrr,riupt of this mask and the 
for insertion into the InSAR DEM, 

errors in the InSAR DEM were or at least 1v"'''''v'""",,, the 
with a very filter filter with a width of 65 sannpl,es), 

,mi"ltT",rt'rlO this smoothed difference from the InSAR DEM, 

5. This and tilt corrected DEM was then l!lUllUI'U";U the mask to set to zero the 
holes that had been filled the 

and the cleaned InSAR DEM were combined to 
npmll>nf"" c;OmpOltlerltfrom the InSAR and the low 

DEM. 
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The above 
difference 

for mtlerpolalting the holes is 

Coarse but 
complete 

reference DEM 

Inverted 
Mask 

but the subtraction of the low rr,.t1n'~nr·" 

to zero 

B.l: InSAR DEM hole filler 
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the of the r"'~"'r"n' 

data were tried. The relative baselines and times of 
C.l below. is that that have 

usable baselines may become available in the 

Jan 96 03804 

130m 

23477 117~ 
22976 

Dec 95 

Jan 96 

Dec 95 

It! 
'Iii m Q 

c I 0 590m i! :r III !II '3 1/1 

8' « 

20838 
, 

Apr 96 05307 

t 97m 

• 20m 

Apr 96 24980 

Orbit 

C.l: Katse ERS Time & baselines to 
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differential the 
which were available at the start of the 

the same method described in B. 
as the coherence was excellent in each 

case. 

r:l.HllV"ll.ll it was ""rn",",," in 1996 
M~lPeleng seismic event, was attl:lmpted 

selected for a first because it has the shortest baseline 

Phase ...... Ull .. ""'''; ... ' .. prOl>IelIDS and nllllrlllr!nf'tf'rQ used: 

With thresholds neutrons and branch "~UI:1'''~/ set at their default the scene was 
seg:memteld into numerous in turn and in 
combination with one another in a trial and error and altltlOllgn 

fJV""'''''''''"' to determine the P.l"n,..lI"'V 

was two or more to unwrap as one, but was not IJV~'~l""',,", 
to ascertain the extent to which this treatment was bulk errors. Some errors were 
their remained unknown. The conclusion was arrived at that ERS 
23° nominal incidence is not for DEM in this sort of terrain. The 
extreme, and the of shadow are too extensive. 

AnatteJmot so 
The amount of terrain distortion is extreme, 

and because of the 
insj)ecition to find 

opr.pro,t/>n from the December 1996 

Table 4. 

(lTIl::Jilldes some and the Jan. 3 seismic 
includes the Jan. 3 seismic 

of seu;ml.Cltv 
but still below minimum ",,,,,.,,tin 

Because it was not to generate a DEM means of ERS some other means had to be 

level 

if the differential effect of was to be extracted from finite baseline For this 
reason, the StereoSAR was The followed are discussed in section 4.5.1. 

The stereo DEM did not cover the full 
that did. This u,_ •• "" ... ", 

and was therefor inserted into the coarse DEM to 
DEM error reduction was done with the ERDAS mosaic 
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lU"",o..11.", the 

The nterfero~[faJn was in the standard way AppenlOlX 
without any undue force. It seems that the scene is 

and the Katse scene the derivation of the initial offsets 
(all~orithln 1 set in is effective. 

It was smoothed with the Gamma 
tive much ntelrieroe:r,am. The 
command for the 

24560.1511 

where the 2456 is the width , ... vU"U"U"J of the inh~rf<'T""""''',,", the 0.15 was the low SNR threshold that was 
found trial and error to work and the 11, also found was the filter width used. 
The default low SNR and filter width are 0.25 and 2 resne.::tlvel 

(SITIOOthe,d, flattened 
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from ESA. four 

This was 

! c 
C 
Q 

Ie 

Dec 95 

.!! Oct 98 
:I 
IT 

.If 

Sep 99 
40m 

Dec 9S 23212 

D.I: WeikomERS 

Orbits 

Time & baselines to 

but because of 
POSSlOle to use the three pass method with 

The three pass combination of 
to work. 

the method described in At:'pendlX but with some 

$ In order to to was run rer1ealtedJly. with 
from 20 in azimuth and 5 in range, to 1 and 1 rp""p('tn,'pIlJ 

$ The size of the 
64. 

estimation window was set 
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J$E The number of offset mHrm,,, used 
of32 32. 

was set to 64 64 from the default 

The low correlation threshold for """"'''"15 offsets was reOlUCieo, after a few trial runs, from the nominal 
7.0 to 2.0 in 

the cross correlation was ",v,,,,,,,,,t,,rI 

instead 

2.slc 2321 2321 

The outcome of the nt",.f",.£\c,,.,,,Ti glene:ration process was that the 
inti!rtf~rO![!ram of any use. The did as confirmed 

The December 1995 Tandem 

lines. These """O'L'/5 

and the reasonable coherence in the urbanised areas of Welkom 
n",j'",h,'" of and even on very close 

"""',""IL, ... ;; as an 

HW.,U,,,ty im
every other line was 

did cause was a band not coherence in the 
int,~rfc~rOgrllm. This band is well south of the area of and so did not pose a threat 

and the one which included the movement 
of the two. 

the same treatment as to the to 

A made U'''.,.,UIU); the ntp,.fpro(n"<l'TI ilnpIDssibl,e, at least with any of the meth-
ods available in Gamma. The orbit convergence can be seen in Table D.I. 

Hnwp.'vp.r it was noticed that when fiat Earth removal was the effects of 
were obvious the location Didier Massonnet and others have n .. p,,,,,'''' " I,,, com
mented that where differential movement has taken there is 
"It sticks out like a sore thumb". this is the case here. 

was aU,'llU,Ull'VU, 

\",~."u,",uon the deformation .~_._'~/ 
t"",,,ar""'ih,, to of in the Welkom area. 

slglllDlCallt fe:atures. and 
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line range B_c B_n B-par B-perp range offset (m) 
***************************************************************************** 

0 2456 108.2532 -38.7904 1.6717 114.9811 0.5399 
100 2456 108.1080 -38.7904 1. 6207 114 8451 o 4795 
200 2456 107.9627 -38.7904 1.5698 114.7091 0.4190 
300 2456 107.8175 -38.7904 1. 5188 114.5731 0.3586 
400 2456 107.6723 -38.7904 1. 4678 114.4371 0.2982 
500 2456 107.5271 -38.7904 1 4169 114.3012 0.2378 
600 2456 107.3818 -38.7904 1. 3 659 114.1652 0.1774 
700 2456 107.2366 -38.7904 1.3149 114.0292 0.1169 
800 2456 107.0914 -38.7904 1. 2 63 9 113.8932 0.0565 
900 2456 106.9461 -38.7904 1.2130 113.7572 -0.0039 

1000 2456 106.8009 -38.7904 1.1620 113 6212 -0.0643 
1100 2456 106.6557 -38.7904 1.1110 113.4852 -0.1247 
1200 2456 106.5105 -38.7904 1. 0600 113.3492 --0.1852 
1300 2456 106.3652 -38 7904 1.0091 113.2132 -0.2456 
1400 2456 106.2200 -38 7904 o 9581 113.0772 -0.3060 
1500 2456 106.0748 -38.7904 0.9071 112.9413 -0.3664 
1600 2456 105.9295 -38.7904 0.8562 112.8053 -0 4269 
1700 2456 105.7843 -38.7904 0.8052 112.6693 -0.4873 
1800 2456 105.6391 -38.7904 0.7542 112.5333 -0.5477 
1900 2456 105.4939 -38.7904 0.7032 112.3973 -0.6081 
2000 2456 105.3486 -38 7904 0.6523 112 2613 -0.6685 
2100 2456 105.2034 -38.7904 0.6013 112.1253 -0.7290 
2200 2456 105.0582 -38.7904 0.5503 111. 9893 -0.7894 
2300 2456 104.9129 -38.7904 0.4994 111.8533 -0.8498 
2400 2456 104.7677 -38.7904 0.4484 111.7173 -0.9102 
2500 2456 104.6225 -38.7904 0.3974 111. 5814 -0 9706 
2600 2456 104.4773 -38.7904 0.3464 111.4454 -1. 0311 
2700 2456 104.3320 -38.7904 0.2955 111. 3094 -1.0915 
2800 2456 104.1868 -38.7904 0.2445 111.1734 -1.1519 
2900 2456 104.0416 -38 7904 0.1935 111 0374 -1. 2123 
3000 2456 103 8963 -38.7904 0.1426 110.9014 -1.2728 
3100 2456 103.7511 -38.7904 0.0916 110.7654 -1. 3332 
3200 2456 103.6059 -38.7904 0.0406 110.6294 -1.3936 
3300 2456 103.4606 -38.7904 -0.0104 110.4934 -1. 4540 
3400 2456 103.3154 -38.7904 -0.0613 110.3574 -1. 5144 
3500 2456 103.1702 -38.7904 -0.1123 110.2215 -1. 5749 
3600 2456 103.0250 -38.7904 -0 1633 110.0855 -1.6353 
3700 2456 102.8797 -38.7904 -0.2143 109.9495 -1.6957 
3800 2456 102.7345 -38.7904 -0.2652 109.8135 -1. 7561 
3900 2456 102.5893 -38.7904 -0.3162 109.6775 -1.8165 
4000 2456 102.4440 -38.7904 -0.3672 109 5415 -1 8770 
4100 2456 102.2988 -38.7904 -0.4181 109.4055 -1. 9374 
4200 2456 102.1536 -38.7904 -0.4691 109.2695 -1.9978 
4300 2456 102.0084 -38.7904 -0.5201 109.1335 -2.0582 
4400 2456 101. 8631 -38.7904 -0.5711 108.9975 -2.1187 
4500 2456 101. 7179 -38.7904 -0.6220 108.8616 -2.1791 
4600 2456 101. 5727 -38.7904 -0.6730 108.7256 -2.2395 
4700 2456 101. 4274 38.7904 -0.7240 108.5896 -2.2999 
4800 2456 101.2822 38.7904 0.7749 108 4536 -2 3603 
4900 2456 101.1370 -38.7904 -0.8259 108.3176 -2.4208 
5000 2456 100.9918 -38.7904 -0.8769 108 1816 -2.4812 
5100 2456 100.8465 38 7904 -0 9279 108.0456 -2.5416 
5200 2456 100.70l3 -38.7904 -0.9788 107.9096 -2.6020 
5300 2456 100.5561 -38.7904 -1.0298 107.7736 -2.6624 

Table D.I: screen from orbit convergence 
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The method used to remove the fiat Earth from infi',-f',>rn,cr,-""... is as follows: 

baseline from the state 
an FFr in the range found be the best overall for estimation of the baselines 

removaL The others were but with even Further to the 
estimation it is also when FFrs are to be the size of the FFT 
unTHin'l>! but also the location in the of its centre. These are that can be set when 

usage: ~~' __ "U" <off> <int> <base> 

where brackets indicate VULAVU,,,. p,aralrnel:ers 

L'-----r ~ = range offset to center of the FFr window 
line offset from start of the for the FFr window 

was run as follows: 

1 uuuU.<>I\,.IJCI.I 1 1 ...,.1.,.1':1<>'" 2 1024 
10248783316 

estimates the baselines for int/'.rtf'rO''',.""... which is done with 

The screen 
of the orbits 

The 

deformation feature 
m D.2A. The fact that the 
an indication of crossed orbits. 

In order to smooth the flattened 

1 vV''"'V'''''' 1 

gave the first indication that there was a IJAVV'v'lU with is some convergence 

which shows the 
w,u,,,uU'5 has been centred on the deformation feature. The 

a small of which is shown 
to the azimuth direction of the flat 1S 

filter was used. The low SNR threshold was set at 
0.1 from the nominal and a window size of 4 \U,",'UllU<U'Y was used 

this the window size does not have to be 

49120.1 4 

'VUlU" ... 1 
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(a) The small region of interest (box below) - un flattened 

(b) Intcrferogram flattening centred on deformation 

Figure 0.2: Interferogram before and after flattening 
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to show how inconsistencies lead to errors in the of Gamma files. Note 
errors in the start time azimuth time of first 

FILE: File Descriptor Record Fixed Segment 

sequence number 

record subtype code 

code 

2-nd sUbtype code 

subtype code 

length of this record 

ASCII/EBCDIC flag 

blanks 

control document identifier 

control document rev level 

design descr. rev letter 

sw release and rev 

number 

name 

record seq/location type flag 

sequence number location 

sequence number field length 

record code/location type flag 

record code location 

record code field length 

record length/loc type flag 

record length location 

record length field length 

reserved 

co 

CEOS-SAR-CCT 

B 

E-SAR-ACS-02 

I 

ERSl.SAR.RAWLEAD 

5 

FLGT 

94 

9 

4 
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reserved segment 

Number of data 

Data set 

Number map 

records 

length 

data records 

projection length 

Number of platform pas. data records 

Platform position record length 

Number of attitude 

Attitude data 

records 

length 

Number of radiometric data records 

Radiometric record 

Number of rad. compensation records 

Radiometric compensation rec. length 

Number of data quality summary records 

Data quality summary record length 

Number of data histograms records 

Data histogram 

Number of range records 

Range spectra record length 

Number of DEM descriptor records 

DEM descriptor record length 

Number of Radar par. update records 

Radar par. update record length 

Number of records 

Annotation record length 

Number of Det.processing records 

Det.processing record length 

Number of Calibration records 

Calibration record length 

Number of GCP records 

GCP record length 

spare 

Number of Facility 

Facility data record 

blanks 

o 
o 

1046 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

2 

12288 

LEADER FILE: Summary Record 

sequence 

record subtype code 

type code 

subtype code 

2 

A 

A 

IF 
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3-rd subtype code 

length of record 

dss rec_se~num 

chan_ind 

reserved 

scene_number 

spare 

center_long 

center_heading 

ellipsoid_designator 

ellipsoid_semimajor_axis 

ell ipsoid_semiminor_axi s 

earth_constant 

spare 

ellipsoid_j2 

3 

arvg_height_ellipsoid 

scene_centre_line_TIumber 

scene_centre-pixel_TIumber 

scene_length 

scene_width 

spare 

orbit_number 

lat_nadir_center 

long_nadir_center 

heading_nadir_center 

clock_angel 

incidence_angIe_center 

radar_freq 

radar_wavelength 

motion_compensation 

range-pulse_code_specifier 

range-pulse_amplitude_const 

range-pulse_amplitude_1in 

range-pulse_amplitude_quad 

1 

ORBIT=25388-FRAME=4293 

23-MAY-1996 08:38:40.112 

-33 9990000 

GEM6 

6356.7590000 

3.9860044 

2800000 

3000000 

2000000 

1l0 . .cv-,vvvv 

44 3944800 

0001 

ERS1 

00 

C-HR-IM-W 

90.000 

23.804 

5.300 

0.0566000 

PM CHIRP 
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range-pulse_amplitude_cube 

range-pulse_amplitude_quart 

range-pulse-phase_collst 

range-pulse-phase_lin 

range-pulse-phase_quad 

range-pulse-phase_cube 

range-pulse-phase_quart 

chirp_extractioll_index 

spare 

sampling 

range_gate_early_edge_start_image 

range-pulse_length 

reserved2 

range_compressed_flag 

reserved3 

quantisation_in_bits 

quantizer_descriptor 

dc_bias_i 

dc_hias_q 

gain_imbalance 

spare 

reserved 

antenna mech_bor 

reserved 

nominal-prf 

reserved6 

satelite_encoded_binary_tirne 

satelite_clock_tirne 

satelite_clock_incrernent 

spare 

processing_facility_identifier 

processing_systeITLid 

processing_version_id 

reserved 

product_type_id 

alg_id 

nlooks_az 

neff_looks_range 

bandwidth_look_az 

bandwidth_look_range 

total_look_bandwidth_az 

total_look_bandwidth_range 

NO 

O.OOOOOOOE+OO 

o 
o OOOOOOOE+OO 

O.OOOOOOOE+OO 

0889000E+11 

O.OOOOOOOE+OO 

1.8960000E+01 

37.1200000 

00000005 

UNIFORM IQ 

-0.2400000 

-0.1350000 

1.0060000 

20.3550000 

1659.9030000 

551824138 

23-MAY-1996 08:04:55.553 

3906250 

Hartebeesthoek 

ACS 

1 

SAR RAW DATA ERS. SAR. RAW 

OMEGA-K 

15.55 

15.55 
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0.0000000 

1.0000000 

0.0000000 
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w_func_designator_az 

w_func_designator_range 

data_input_source 

nom_res_3db_range 

nom_res_az 

reserved 

a_track_dop_fre~const_early_image 

a_track_dop_fre~lin_early_image 

a_track_dop_fre~quad_early_image 

c_track_dop_fre~const_early_image 

c_track_dop_fre~lin_early_image 

c_track_dop_fre~quad_early_image 

time_direction_along-pixel 

time_direction_along_line 

a_track_dop_fre~rate_const_early_image= 

a_track_dop_fre~rate_lin_early_image 

a_track_dop_fre~rate_quad_early_image 

c_track_dop_fre~rate_const_early_image= 

c_track_dop_fre~rate_lin_early_image 

c_track_dop_fre~rate_quad_early_image 

spare 

line content_indicator 

clut_lock_flag 

auto focussing_flag 

line_spacing 

pixel_spacing_range 

range_compression_designator 

spare 

zero_dop_range_time_f-pixel 

zero_dop_range_time_c-pixel 

zero_dop_range_time_l-pixel 

zero_dop_az_time_f-pixel 

zero_dop_az_time_c-pixel 

zero_dop_az_time_l-pixel 

spare 

number of annotation points 

spare 

no of first 

no of 

first 

start 

start 

HAMMING 

HAMMING 

DLT 

RANGE 

NO 

621.3480000 

.4280000 

.6290000 

4.0480000 

CHIRP 

.6075340 

.7556350 

5.9037360 

23-MAY-1996_0B:3 

.91823-MAY-l 

112 

-MAY-1996 08: 
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line no of second annotation start 

pixel no of second annotation start 

second annotation text 

line no th annat. start 

pixel of 3 th annat. start 

3 th 

line 

pixel 

start 

start 

00 

05199600 

05 230143 3.110 

37260000 

00001£+04 

8.1930000000000 

OOE+OOEa 

rtl! Cent 

4 th annotation text red Rotatiag 

line no of 5 th annat. start 

pixel no of 5 th annat. start 

5 th text 

line no of th annat. start 

pixel no of th annat. start 

th annotation text 

annot. start 

annat. start 

7 

line annot. start 

pixel no start 

8 th annotation text 

line no of 9 th annat. start 

pixel no of 9 th annat. start 

9 th annotation text 

line no of 10 th annat. start 

pixel no th annat. start 

text 

line th annat. start 

pixel start 

5.5 

30132760 

0000001£+ 

06 2.26032184000 

00001£+06 

-3.96273 

<----Errors 

text 29200000001£+06-3 

.0816355 

<-----Errors 

12 th 

spare 

annat. 

th annat 

annotation text 

start 

start 00000000 

1£+03-3.165783830 

0000001£+03-5.1140848200000 

LEADER FILE: platform Position Data Definition 

number 

code 
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2-nd subtype code 

subtype code 

of this record 

reserved 

year_of_data-points 

month_of_data-points 

day_of_data-points 

day_of_data-points_in_year 

greenwhich_mean_hour_angle 

a_track-pos_err 

c_track-pos_err 

radia1-pos_err 

IF 

14 

0005 

1996 

0005 

23 

0143 

3. 

8.193000000000000E+OO 

Earth Centred Rotating 

5.530132760000000E+06 

2.260321840000000E+06 

pos_z -3 962732920000000E+06 

vel_x -3 081635500000000E+03 

veLy 

vel_z -6 

++++++++state_vec: 2++++++++++++ 

pos-y 

pos_z 

vel_x 

vel_y 

vel_z 

pos-y 

3++++++++++++ 

4++++++++++++ 

5.504670040000000E+06 

234318530000000E+06 

012680830000000E+06 

.134056280000000E+03 

.181877600000000E+03 

.478778690000000E+06 

208184570000000E+06 

-4.062336810000000E+06 

.186266670000000E+03 

.452460460000000E+06 

.181922360000000E+06 

.111697270000000E+06 
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vel_x ,3 

vel-y 

vel_z -6.006534310000000E+03 

++++++++state_vec: 5++++++++++++ 

pos_x 5.425717110000000E+06 

pos-y 2.155534320000000E+06 

pos_z ~4 .160758630000000E+06 

Can' 

LEADER FILE: Facility Related Data 

Facility Record: (01) 

facility data type: Facility Related data record General 

Facility Record ended: 

Facility Record: 

Can't identify this facility data type 

- Facility Record ended: 

FACILITY RELATED DATA RECORD [ESA PCS UUALlTY 
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Contains pm'am:eters C()ntlgufln:gldoClnn(~ntlln the SAR I:'rol~ess,mg 

title: 

raw_data_start_time: 

channel/mode: 

earth_semi_major_axis: 

earth_semi~inor_axis: 

scene_center_latitude: 

scene_center_longitude: 

track_angle: 

platform_altitude: 

terrain_height: 

sensor-position_vector: 

sensor_velocity_vector: 

sensor_acceleration_vector: 

pu1se_repetition_frequency: 

I_bias: 

(Lbias: 

I_sigma: 

(Lsigma: 

I(Lcorr: 

SNR_range_spectrum: 

DAlLdoppler: 

14 254 

B .309 

6378137. 

6356752 3141 

.980798 decimal 

18. decimal 

degrees 

797392.5146 m 

0.0000 ro 

0.000000 0.000000 

.759211 0.000000 

0.000000 o 000000 

1659.903556 Hz 

15 533501 

15. 

3.323242 

0.008391 

.000 Hz 

degrees 

.514634 

0.000000 

0.000000 

DAR_snr: 

dopp1er-po1ynomial 

echo_time_delay: 

receiver_gain: 

calibration_gain: 

near_range_raw: 

-1.27578e+03 0 OOOOOe+OO OOOOOe+OO O.OOOOOe+OO 

s 

-19.0000 

-2.8000 dB 

840358. 
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center_range_raw: 

far_range_raw: 

near_range_slc: 

center_range_slc: 

far_range_slc: 

range-pixel_spacing: 

range_resolution: 

sec_range_migration: 

azimuth_deskew: 

autofocus_snr: 

azirnuth_bandwidth_fraction: 

offset_to_first_echo_to-process: 

echoes_to-process 

range_offset: 

range_fft_size: 

range_looks: 

azimuth_looks: 

azimuth_offset: 

azimuth-pixel_spacing: 

azimuth_resolution: 

range-pixels: 

azimuth-pixels: 

sensor_latitude: 

sensor_longitude: 

sensor_track_angle: 

map_coordinate_l 

map_coordinate_2: 

map_coordinate_3: 

map_coordinate_4: 

map_coordinate_5: 

time_of_first_state_vector: 

state_vector_interval: 

state_vector-position_l: 

state_vector_velocity_l: 

state_vector-position_2: 

state_vector_velocity_2: 

state_vector-positio~3: 

state_vector-positio~4: 

state_vector_velocity_4: 

state_vector-position_S 

state_vector_velocity_5: 

862554 6001 

884750.4684 

.9492 

.9804 

879173.9174 

ill 

ill 

7.905919 

OFF 

ON 

O.BOOO 

ill 

13 495 

71. 6033 

o 

o 

8192 

1 

1 

echoes 

looks 

looks 

-0.28495 

4.057588 ill 

5.072 m 

26141 

-34 

-166.393859 

degrees 

degrees 

decimal degrees 

-33.6452364 

·,33.4089277 

-34.5687201 

-34.3296687 

-33 

31050.00000 

30 00000 

5684736.2750 

-2736.7898 

18.4471193 

1911782 

.9060 

.4284 

0.0000 

a 0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

0.0000 

deg. 

deg. 

5599691.2570 

-2932.4603 

5508814. 

-3125.5221 

5412188 0470 

-3315.7722 

5309898 5320 

-3503.0103 

2333105.1320 

-3118 8458 

.0430 

-3820173. 

5910 

-328B.5907 
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-6211.6279 

-6084. 

-5812. 

deg. 

deg. 

deg. 

m 

m/s 

m 

m/s 

ill 

rn 

m 

m 

ill 

m 

mls 

m 

rols 

ill 

m/s 

ill 

rols 

m 

ill 

m/s 

m 

m/s 

ill 

m/s 

ro 

m/s 

ill 

m/s 
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cp fmn,tlg,lmnilallIilSI 

cp ImrltlgllmrnallVlSJ: 

#scene title: SAR : 05715 

"'''VP' .. ".:JP reference of terrain in the scene 

#FFT size for range prC)CeisStrlj;!; ""J"TIJ'."T"'7V. HV1,HH,";U--U 

#offset or real "",UlIW ... '., I 

0.0000 : 2000 

8192 : 

0: 

#azimuth l.m,,'HHv1 decimation for 4: 1 aeClm,mOltl, "'J111,'U""- 1 : 

#offset from the start of SAR data to 

#number of SAR echoes to range compress 18000: 

#azimuth deskew ON: 

0: 10000 

# this pro>cIU(;ea a 

If header 

correct par file. We hacked start time & echo to 

# date: 

# Q" __ UULU_,,...., 

# ~~""~_'''U'~_~'~'~, 

1996 5 24 

8 38 31.309 

5.606270e-03 s 
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#STEP 4 - Precise orbit extraction - nb file downloaded from internet. 

far this SAC 

o 05715.fix 

#STEP 5 process SAR data 

057152 10 ... 4096 
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# Create soft links to locations of sIc files 

In -s 

In -s 

# Create ISP SLC par.aml~ter files in ISP wOlrkirlg rhrpI'1t,-,n, 

# REGISTER IMAGES 

raspwr 

raspwr 

Create cor 

05715253882101 

245610 

245610 
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2456 

# Create fused mag and 

# usage: ''''J1l1IJlI;O~,.., <width> 

# VIEW IMAGES 

xv 

xv 

xv 

xv 

xv 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

1 2608 1 1 2.0 0 1 

126081 12.00 1 

[exp] 
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# 

xv 

__ .'L"'_JlL.tllO. I 

U~"'p' __ H" <trlterterOgl'arrl> <smoothed intJerf(~rogram> <width> 

2456 0.25 2.5 02455 02607 

2456 1 2608 1 1 2.00 1 

.1."'_J_J.)O,,,.Hl."lU.l<1" & 

#if pro,tlUC'e5 a blank HAJ'''"Ul;; the number of v,-,~,,,,, ... ulines 10 or so. 

# 

# usage: 

# 

#xv 

# 3. 

of low correlation \ UU,",i>UVIU set here at 0.1) 

.lu .. UU •. UU52456 

uu.,n.lun,.nG.,O·""" & 

24560.1 

file is created. 

areas are masked - based on backscatter. The threshold is set as a 1HUIU!'1\.< of 

# the average ........ ~ .• J file is UIJ""l"U 

neutron 

# 

xv 

.. .,J __ ~.,J.J .. n"'u .. "'U'.'U .. a 2456 

& 

...... ,. .... , .... "'24562002607 
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# 4. Residue determination. fi I e is U IJUl""""U. 

residue 057 

# 

#xv 

2456 

& 

2456 0 2455 02607 

# 5. Residues are connected - max branch can be set. 

# Here 32 is the default max branch 

# usage: 

# 

# 

6. 

'H'''191.!'' ..... <width> 

2456 28 0 2455 0 2607 

n(),,,tlc\n for 

is started at a user defined 

before 

# usage: grasses <int> 

grasses 057 

<unw> <width> [iniCph_flag] 

245602455026072121 1986 
1 

2456 

xv & 

#If 7 you must delete files by it before with different 

#rm *.unw* 

#rm 

126080.25 

xv & 

# file has to be <TPTIPT"'TPn manually_ 

xedit & 

# Step 10. The are then used to unwrap the in connected areas 

24560 
245502607 

rastree 1 26080.25 

xv & 

# map geIlera,uo:n: 
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rasrmg 2456 

# The gcp_ras gcp editor doesn't work "v,a,,'''''' to viewer UHJUlvJlU 

# "H«>UU'~ll'y create a gcp txt file in the form rngaz 

# observe on-screen control info. 

2456 

xv 057 & 

# ORTHONORMALISATION 

2456 

xv 
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